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This paper is part of a program to investigate the subgroup structure o 
the finite simple groups and more generally groups of Lie type over 
arbitrary fields. A critical step is to represent the group as a grou 
automorphisms of some object which displays the subgroup structure. 
believe the optimal object is often a multilinear form on a module o 
minimal dimension for the group. 
An initial step in this program is taken in Cl], where it is shown that if 
G is a finite classical group and H is a subgroup of 6, then either 
stabilizes a “natural structure” on the space (V, f) of G 
Fitting subgroup of H is simple and acts absolutely i 
space, with the representation written over no 
the action of G on the natural structures is deter is the stabilizer of 
each structure. We’ll refer to such a result as the structure theorem for G on 
(v>f). 
In [2], 3 and 4-linear forms on the minimal dimensional module for 
exceptional groups of Lie type are investigated. The smallest case is that of 
the Chevalley group G = G,(F) preserving an alternating trilinear form 
on its 7-dimensional module V over F. In this paper the structure tbeore 
for G on (V, j’) is established and the geometry induced 
investigated. Thus, for example, the building of 6, is display 
(V, S). Further when F is finite or algebraically closed, the (closed) 
irreducible subgroups of G are also determined, thus supplying a complete 
description of the maximal (closed) subgroup of G. There are also some 
results on 7-dimensional alternating trilinear forms. 
The Chevalley group G = G,(F) has been studied in t 
the point of view of the algebraic and geometric structur 
ple in [6], Cohen and Wales determine the finite s 
complex numbers. Gz has also been studied from 
[7], Cooperstein enumerates the maximal subgroups o 
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of even characteristic. I understand that Migliori [13] and Kleidman [ 111 
have independently enumerated the maximal subgroups of G, over fields of 
odd order. In [S], Dynkin enumerates the maximal closed connected sub- 
groups of Chevalley groups over the complex numbers. In [ 151, Testerman 
enumerates the irreducible closed connected subgroups of exceptional 
Chevalley groups over algebraically closed fields of odd characteristic. We 
believe the point of view taken here has advantages over that of the above 
references for the study of subgroup structure. (Or at least over those to 
which we have access.) 
In [S], Cohen and Helminck determine all 7-dimensional alternating 
trilinear forms over fields of cohomological dimension at most 1. The 
results in Section 10 are weaker but apply to arbitrary fields. 
To state precise results we need some notation and terminology. Let f be 
an alternating trilinear form on a space I/ over F. For XE V we have an 
alternating bilinear form f, on I/ defined by fY(u, V) =f(x, u, u). Denote by 
xA the radical of f,. Define a subspace U of V to be f-singular if U is 
totally singular with respect to fY for all x E V. Further for U< V let UB 
denote the space of x E V such that U is totally singular with respect to xX. 
Let V be 7-dimensional with basis 
x= (x,, xj, x;: 1 d i< 3). 
Further let f be the alternating trilinear form on V whose monomials in 
the basis X are 
The form f is the 7-dimensional Dickson alternating trilinear form or G,- 
form for short. Also let B be the symmetric bilinear form on V with 
monomials 
B= -2x~+x,x;+x,x;+x,x;. 
If char(F) # 2, we’ll also write B for the quadratic form determined by B; if 
char(F) = 2 let B be the quadratic form associated to the bilinear form B 
such that B(x,) = 1 and xi and xi are singular. For U f V let U’ be the 
subspace orthogonal to U with respect to B, and let 
Rad(U)= (xs Un UL : B(x)=01 
be the B-radical of U. U is B-singular if U is totally singular with respect to 
B and U is doubly singular if U is both f and B-singular. Define 
u3 = (x0, x3, x;>, u,= (Xl, x*,x;, x;>, 
v3 = <x,3 x2, x3), G = <4,x;, xi>, v,= I/,+ v;. 
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If k is a quadratic Galois extension of F write SU,Jk/F) for the unitary 
group of the m-dimensional hermitian symmetric m-dimensional form over 
k with orthonormal basis defined by a generator of Gal(k/F). 
We find in Section 2 that the isometry group O( V, f) off can be written 
O( V, f) = (al) x G where a is a generator for the group of cube roots in F 
and G = O( V, f, B) is the Chevalley group Gz(F) over F. Further G is 
irreducible on V if char(F) # 2 while if char(F) = 2 then (x0) = Y’ is cen- 
tralized by G, G is irreducible on V/(x0), and G is indecomposible on V. 
In Section 7 we find 
THEOREM 1. Let S denote the set of proper subspaces of V not contained 
in VI. Let ~8 be the set of stabilizers of members of S and A* the maximal 
members of A under inclusion. Then A* = A%‘, v . ‘. v .A$ where Ai consists 
of the stabilizers of subspaces in Sic S and 
(1) S, is the set of doubly singular points of a/, 
(2) S, is the set of doubly singular lines of V, 
(3) S3 is the set of all subspaces U of V -isometric to U, with 
Vi d U and q char(F) # 2, with U8 = Ul, 
(4) S, is the set of ail B-hyperbolic hyperplanes of V, 
(5) S, is the set of all B-nondegenerate B-nonhyperbokic hyperplanes 
of K 
(6) S6 is the set of all 3-dimensional subspaces U of V containing Vl, 
containing no doubly singular points, with V/V’ B-nondegenerate, and with 
U f-nontrivial, 
(7) ij’char(F) = 2 and F is not perfect, S, is the set of all lines through 
V- containing no doubly singular points. (S, is empty otherwise.) 
THEOREM 2. (1) G is transitive on Si for 1 < i < 
(2) G is transitive on B-isometric members of Si for each i. 
(3) If F is algebraically closed then Si is empty for i > 4. 
(4) If F is finite then Si is empty for i > 5 and G is transitive on S,. 
THEOREM 3. (1) A%!‘~ and AZ& are the sets of maximal parabolics of G. 
(2) NG(U3)=NG(U4)=SO(U4,B) and (U,, ) is a ~y~erboZ~~ 
4-space. 
(3) V, E S, and N,( V,) is SL,(F) extended by a graph ~utornor~~~s~~. 
(4) The stabilizer of a member of S, is isomorphic to SU,(k/F) exten- 
ded by a graph-field automorphism, for some quadratic Galois extension k 
of F. 
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(5) Zf U E S, then NJ U) = SO( U6, B) with (Ud, B) a definite 4-space. 
(6) If UE S, then No(U) is SL,(k) for some quadratic extension k 
of F. 
More complete descriptions of the members of A?* and their action on V 
can be found in Sections 2-7. 
THEOREM 4. Let X denote the collection of all sets Y of subspaces of V 
such that Y# { V}, V is the direct sum of the members of Y, and No(Y) is 
irreducible on V. Then 
(1) !K is nonempty zf and only if char(F) # 2 and - 1 is the sum of 4 
squares in F. In particular if char(F) # 0 or 2 then X is nonempty. 
(2) Assume YE 9’ and let Y, consist of those u E V such u is contained 
in some member of Y and B(u) = 1. Then each UE Y is of dimension 1 and 
contains exactly two members u and -u of Y,. 
(3) 3 = XI v & where G is transitive on !& and Xi is nonempty when %” 
is nonempty. 
(4) Zf YE Xl then No(Y) g L,(2)/E,. 
(5) Zf YE CKz then No(Y) E L,(2) and No(Na( Y)) z PGL,(7). 
The following hypothesis plays an important role in this paper: 
HYPOTHESIS T. V is a 7-dimensional vector space over a field F and f is 
a nontrivial alternating trilinear form on V. M 6 0( V, f) and either A4 is 
irreducible on V or char(F) = 2 and M acts indecomposibly on V and 
irreducibly on V/(x,) for some x0 E V with (x0) = x,d. Let P= V or 
V/(x,, ) in the respective case. 
In particular we see that if f is the Dickson-form on V then G, V, f 
satisfies hypothesis T. Write 3 for the set of all proper subgroups A4 of G 
such that IV, V, f satisfies hypothesis T and such that M is primitive on V 
if char(F) # 2. 
THEOREM 5. Assume M, V, f satisfies hypothesis T. Then 
(1) p is an absolutely irreducible FM-module. 
(2) Up to a scalar multiple, f is the unique nontrivial alternating 
trilinear form on V preserved by M. 
(3) Zf k is an extension of F then M, Vk, f” satisfies hypothesis T. 
(4) If there exists XE V* with (x) #xA then f is a scalar multiple of 
the Dickson form, 
(5) Zf F is finite or algebraically closed then f is a scalar multiple of 
the Dickson form, 
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(6) Assume f is not similar to the Dickson form. Then F is not 
perfect $ char(F) = 2, while if char(F) # 2, then each member of O( Y, f) is 
semisimple. 
THEOREM 6. Let ME E and 1 $1 N a M. ThePz 
(1) Either N~zor char(F)#2, MgPGL,(7), and N=E(M)E&. 
(2) G,(M) = 1. 
(3 ) A4 has no nontrivial solvable normal subgroup. 
(4) If N is finite then A4 is jmite and F*(M) is a ~o~abe~~an finite 
simple group. 
(5) If F is algebraically closed and M is closed and not fir&e then the 
connected component of M is simple. 
Tf k is a subfield of F, write .!Zk for the set of M in 3 whose representation 
on V can be written over k. Write 4& for the set of all k-subspaces of U of 
V such that V= F@Jk U, VI is the F-span of U’, and N,(U) is irreducible 
on U/U’. Define U and W in & to be equivalent if W=aU for some 
a E F# and let 4??k be the set of equivalence classes of this relation. The 
members of &k will be termed k-structures on V. The forms f and B induce 
forms fu and B, on UEak. 
TKEOREM 7. Let k be a subfield of F. Then 
(1) IfME.?k then the minimal nontrivial k~-s~bmodules of V form a 
k-structure %c~(M) and N,(M) < NG(gk(M)). 
(2) Let UG%~. Then N,(U)=O(U,f,, 
(3) Let 8 and W be k-structures. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) 8 is conjugate to VP in G. 
(b) No(U) is conjugate to N,(W) in G. 
(c) fu is similar to fw. 
($1 The representation of No( U) on U is q~asieq~ivale~t to that of 
No( W) on W as k-representations. 
(4) If F is finite then the k-span U of the standard basis X is in %!k, G 
is transitive on ek, and NG( U) = G,(k). 
The following result is actually almost trivial. It is, however, important 
given the descriptions in earlier theorems of the stabilizers of the various 
structures appearing in the result and the action of G on these structures. 
THEOREM 8 (Structure theorem for G,(F)). Let M< 6. Then one of the 
following holds: 
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(1) M stabilizes some member of S and is contained in some member 
Of dtfl*. 
(2) The characteristic of F is not 2, M is irreducible but imprimitive on 
V, and A4 stabilizes some member of 5Y. 
(3) A4 can be written over some proper subfield k of F and M stabilizes 
some k-structure on V. 
(4) MEE, M is absolutely irreducible and primitive on V and the 
representation of M on V can be written over no proper subfield of F. In par- 
ticular tf M is finite then the generalized Fitting subgroup oJ’ M is a non- 
abelian finite simple group. 
Given the Structure theorem, the description of the maximal subgroups 
of G reduces to a description of the members of E whose representation can 
be written over no proper subfield of F. Such a description is possible if the 
subgroup is finite or if F is algebraically closed and the subgroup is closed. 
THEOREM 9. Let M be a ,finite simple member qf E. Then one of the 
following holds: 
(1) M is of Lie type in the same characteristic as F. 
(2) N,(M)z PGL,(7), char(F) f2, and - 1 is the sum of 4 squares 
in F. 
(3) N,(M)? L,(S) and the polynomial T3-3T+ 1 has a root in F. 
(4) N,(M) z Lz( 13) and 13 is a square in F. 
(5) N,(M) 2 G,(2). 
(6) char(F) = 11 and N,(M) is J,. 
(7) char(F) = 2, F contains an element of order 3, and N,(M) is HJ. 
Moreover in cases (2)-(7), G is transitive on subgroups in the respective case 
and such subgroups exists unless possibly char(F) =0 and F is not 
algebraically closed. 
THEOREM 10. Let F be algebraically closed or finite and ME 8 a proper 
simple subgroup of G such that the representation of M on V can be written 
over no proper subfield of F. Assume M is closed if F is algebraically closed 
and assume A4 is of Lie type of char(F) tf F is finite. Then, among such sub- 
groups, M is determined up to conjugacy in G by its isomorphism type and 
one of the following holds: 
(1) char(F) f2, 3, or 5, MZ L,(F), and V is the space of 
homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in 2 variables as an FM-module. 
(2) char(F)=3, Mg L,(F) or IFI =q* and ME Ui,(q). V has high 
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weight /I, + 2, as an FM-module. Moreover there is a -nondegenerate 
~yperpla~e Z of V and an outer a~tomorphism z of G such that 
M= (N&qrn)T. 
(3) char(F) = 3, IFI = 3” with m odd, and M? 2G2(3m) is the cen- 
tralizer of an involutory outer automorphism of 6. 
Further each class of subgroups listed above is nonempty. 
COROLLARY 11. Let F be finite of characteristic p and order q. Then 
each maximal subgroup of 6 is conjugate to exactly one of the followings 
(1) One of two classes of maximal parabolics of 
(2) The normalizer of one of two classes of B-nondegenerate hyper- 
planes of V. 
(3) A member of A&‘~. (This is the centralizer of an invlution if p # 2.) 
(4) q # p, k is a maximal subfield of F, and M 2 G,(k) is the stabilizer 
qf a k-structure on V. 
(5) p=3, MEE, and M is conjugate under an outer automorphism to 
a subgroup qf type (2). 
(6) q is an odd power of 3 and Mr ‘Gz(q) is in Z. 
(7) q = p is odd and M is the stabilizer L3(2)/Eg of a member of !&. 
(8) p # 13, F is the splittingfieldfor T2 - 13 over GF(p), and 
L2C131. 
(9) q=p>3 and MEE is G,(2). 
(10) p> 3, F is the splitting field for T3-3T+ 1 over GF(p), and 
ME z is L&3). 
(11) q= 11 and MEE’is J,. 
(12) q=4 and ME2 is JiJ. 
(13) p>5 and MES 3 is PGL,(q) with V the space of homogeneous 
polynomials in 2 variables as an FM-module. 
COROLLARY 12. Let F be algebraically closed. Then the closed maximal 
subgroups qf G are conjugate to exactly one of the following: 
(1) One of two classes of maximal parabolics. 
(2) The normalizer of a B-nondegenerate hyperplane. 
(3) A member of d3. 
(4) char(F) = 3 and ME Z is conjugate to a subgroup of type (2) under 
an outer automorphism. 
(5) char(F) ~2, 3, or 5, and MrL,(F) with V -isomorphic to the 
space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in 2 variables. 
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More complete information about the structure of the various subgroups 
of G,(F) and their action on V is given in the body of the paper. The 
building of G,(F) is described in terms of the doubly singular subspaces of 
I’ in Section 5. The maximal tori of G,(q) are described in terms of (I’, f) 
in Section 15. The maximal subgroups of Aut(G,(q)) are enumerated in 
Section 17. 
We close this section by defining some notation and terminology. Given 
a vector space I/ over F, write L*(V) and A*( I’) for the space of bilinear 
forms and alternating bilinear forms on V, respectively. A similarity of 
spaces ( V, f) and (U, g) is a vector space isomorphism LX: P’-+ U such that 
for all 24, u E V, g(ua, ua) = J(E) f(~, u), f or some n(a) E F# independent of u 
and u. The map cx is an isometry if n(a) = 1. Write 0( V, f), d( V, f) for the 
group of isometries, similarities of (V, f), respectively. Given a field F, a 
group G, and FG-representations rci, define rcl and x2 to be quasiequivalent 
if rrl is equivalent to ~(71~ for some automorphism LX of G. 
1. THE GEOMETRY OF ALTERNATING TRILINEAR FORMS 
In this section, V is a finite dimensional vector space over a field F and f 
is an alternating trilinear form on V. For x E I’ write fY for the alternating 
bilinear form on L’ defined by 
fY(U, v) =.0x, u, 01, IA, VE v. 
Denote by xd the radical of j”,. If we wish to emphasize the role of V, we’ll 
write xAv. Thus if x E W d V, xA w  denotes the radical of g,, where g is the 
restriction off to W. Given a subspace U of V define 
UA’=UA= f-j uA. 
ueu 
Observe 
(1.1) For U, Wd V, UA is a subspace of V and U< WA if and 
only if W6 UA. 
Define a subspace U of V to be f-singular if U is singular with respect to 
xX for all XE V. Further define 
UBv= UB = (.x E V: U is singular with respect to J;>. 
As the map x of, is linear, we have 
(1.2) UB is a subspace of V for each subspace U of V. 
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(1.3) U is f-singular if and only if U6 i!JA. 
*4) (1) Each point of V is f-singular. 
(2) If U is a subspace of dimension m then codim( U6) < (7). 
(3) If U is a line of V then codim(U6) < I with U f-singular if and 
only if UB = V. 
ProoJ: Part (1) follows as f, is alternating for each x E K Let 
U= (Us,.,., u,). Then by (l), XE IX3 if and only if fx(ui, uj) =O for all i: 
if and only if x E V,, where V, is the subspace of V f,,-orthogonal to uj 
Vlj is of codimension at most 1 in V, part (2) follows. Note (2) im 
(1.5) Let U be a subplane of V such that f is nontrivial on U 
Then V= U@ U8. 
Proqf: By (1.4)(2), codim(U8) d 3. On the other hand as U is f-non- 
trivial of dimension 3, UA” = 0. Then Un hi6 d UA IJ = 0, so the result 
holds. 
rite V= U@ 8 W if V is the direct sum of U and W as vector spaces, 
U < W0, and W G U8. Notice 
) Let V=U@l3W. Then 
(1) f = fu + fw, where fi is the restriction off to Z. 
(2) Let 71” and rcW be the projections of V on U and W, respectively. 
Then for Zd V, ZA=Zn:uAu+Z~wAw and Z6=Z~U6U+Z~wew. 
-7) Let X be the set of vectors x in V wit codint(xA) = 2. Then 
(1) Suppose W= ( Wn X) is an f-nontrivial subplane of V. T 
v= wgewe. 
(2) Assume V=(X) and VA=@ Then V= V,@8... @SF’, wit 
Vi a f-nontrivial plane, and X= (Xn V,) u . u (Xn Vm). in particular 
dim( I’) = 0 mod 3 and A( V, f) permutes ( V, ,..., V,). 
ProoJ Suppose x, y, z E X with f(x, y, z) #O. Let V, = (x, y, z) and 
U= V,e. By (1.5), V= V,@ U. Next <x)=xA n VI, so xA< (x, U). 
Thus as codim(xA) = 2, xA = (x, U). Similarly U= VIA. Thus 
V = V, @ l3U. So (1) is established. 
P\ssume the hypothesis of (2). Then as V= (X), we can choose x, y, z as 
above. As 0= VA, 0= UA by (1.6)(2). Similarly by (1.5)(2), 
X = f V, ) # u (X n U). So the pair U, X n U satisfies the hypothesis of V, X. 
I-Pence the lemma follows by induction on dim(V). 
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(1.8) If dim(V) = 5 and V,4 = 0 then there exists a unique hyper- 
plane U of V such that f is trivial on U. Further vd = (v) for each 
VEV-u. 
ProoJ: Let 2 be an f-nontrivial subplane of I/ and W= 28. As I’d = 0, 
W8 # V. Then by (1.4)(2), Y = WB A 2 is a hyperplane of Z. Let 
U= Y + W. Then U is an f-trivial hyperplane of V and for x E Z- Y, 
V/(x) is the orthogonal direct sum of the hyperbolic lines Z/(x) and 
( W, x)/(x ) as an LX-space. Thus ( U, f,) is nondegenerate. Further for 
VE V-U, v=ax+u, some UE U, aeF#. Then as U is f-trivial, (U,f,)= 
(U, af,), so <v> = VA. 
(1.9) Let % be the set of pairs (U, W) such that U, W< V, 
V= U + W, U is ,f-trivial, and U< W0. Let G = 0( V, f ), (U, W) E %, and 
H = NJ U) n N,( W). Then 
(1) The map a: w  H (f,,,, U) is in Horn&W, A2(U)) with ker(a) = 
W n UO. Moreover if ker(cc) = 0 then H is faithful on U and if in addition 
Un W= 0 then H is the subgroup of N GL(UJ WLX) preserving the form 
induced on Wa by f / ,,,, and a. 
(2) If char(F) # 2 and t is an involution in G then 
([IV, tl, C,(f))E@. 
(3) If char(F) 22 and Un W=O then there exists a unique 
involution t in G with U= [ V, t] and W = C,(t). 
ProoJ The first remark in (1) is trivial. Assume ker(a) = 0. Then as 
C,(U) is trivial on A’(U), C,(U) is trivial on W. So as V= U + W, 
C,(U) = 1. Thus H is contained in the subgroup Ho of NGLcUj( WCC) preser- 
ving the form on Wol induced by f 1 W and c(. Conversely if U n W= 0 and 
we represent H, on W so that H, commutes with CI then it is clear that H, 
preserves j Thus H = Ho. 
Let char(F) # 2. First suppose t is an involution in G. Then V= X@ Y, 
where X= [V, t] and Y = C,(t). As t inverts X, f(u, v, w) =f(ut, vt, wt) = 
-f(tl, u, w) for U, v, w  E X. Hence f is trivial on X. Similarly X< Y8. Thus 
(X, Y)E%. 
Conversely suppose U n W= 0 and let t be the involution in GL( V) 
inverting U and centralizing W. Then certainly t preserves fl W and as U is 
f-trivial, t preserves fl U. As U< We, 0 =f(u, w, v) =f( - u, w, v) = 
f(ut, wt, ut) for u E U, w, u E W. Finally for U, y E U, w E W, f(u, y, w) = 
f( -U, --y, w) =f(ut, yt, wt). So t preserves J: 
(1.10) Assume GdGL(V), DE V, V= (vG), and C,(v) preserves a 
unique alternating bilinear form on V/(v). Then up to similarity there is at 
most one nontrivial alternating trilinear form on V preserved by G. 
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Prooj Let f and g be forms preserved by 6. Then GG(u) preserves 
(V/(v), fn) and ( V/(v), g,). Hence by hypothesis, g, = af, for some a E F. 
Now G preserves h = g-af and h,=O. As h,= 0, v E VA. The 
V= (UC), h=O. That is g=aJ 
(1.11) Let n: G -+ GL( V) be a faithful FG-representation such that 
up to a scalar multiple, f is the unique nontrivial alternating trilinear form 
on V preserved by Grc. Assume further that A( V, f) = Z(GL( V)) Q( V, f)? 
and let 0: G + 0( V, f) be an FG-representation. Then Gn is conjugate to 
GCJ in 0( V, f) if and only if CJ is quasiequivalent to rc as an FG-represen- 
tation. Moreover Aut,( V.f) (GTc) is the subgrou of Am(G) preserving the 
equivalence class of 71. 
ProojY By 2.4 in [ 11, GE is conjugate to Go in GL( V) if and only if 71 
and CJ are quasiequivalent as FG-representations. Moreover if x E G%(V) 
with Go” = Gx then Gx preserves fx and f so by hypothesis j” = c/f for 
some f~ F#. Thus x E A( V, f) = Z(GL( V)) Q( V, f), so GC is conjugate to 
67~ in 0( V, f). Lemma 2.5 in [l] implies the last statement of the lemma. 
) Let char(F) # 2, VA = 0, and t an involution in 
r]) and n = dim(V). Then 
(1) C,(f)fO. 
(2) r is even. 
(3) codim(vd)<2(r- 1) and 2(n-v) for all VE [V, t]. 
(4) If 0( V, f) is irreducible on V and YJ is not divisible by 3, then 
rf2 or n-1. In particular if n=7 then r=4. 
ProoJ By 1.9, U = [ V, t] is f-trivial. Hence (1) holds as P’f VA. Let 
u E U” and Y= V/VA. As U is S-trivial, D is ,f,-singular, so dim( 8) <s, 
where dim(P) = 2s. So r -s<dim(vA) =n -2s. Thus s<v;-r, so 
codim(vA) = 2s d 2(n - r). 
Similarly if W= C’,(t) then by (1.9), U< W@, so W is f,-singular an 
hence dim(@)<s. But 2sdu-1 +dim(W)dr+s-1, so sdr-1, an 
hence codim(vA) < 2(r - 1). 
If r = 2 or M - 1 then by (2) the set X of 1.7 is nonempty. So if O(V> f) is 
irreducible on V then V= (X), and therefore by 1.7, n is divisible by 3. 
Thus (3) is established. 
2. ISOMETRIES OF THE G2-Fo~b% 
In this section, V is a 7-dimensional vector space over a field F with basis 
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and f is the alternating trilinear form on V with monomials 
f=x,x,x;+x,x,x;+x,x,x;+x,x,x,+x;x;x;. 
That is, f is the Dickson form. Further let B be the symmetric bilinear form 
on I’ with monomials 
B= -2x~+x,x;+x,x;+x,x;. 
If char(F) # 2 also denote by B the quadratic form on V defined by B(v) = 
B(v, v)/2. If char(F) = 2 let B be the unique quadratic form associated to the 
bilinear form B such that B(xi) = B(xl) = 0 for i > 0, and B(x,) = 1. The 
notation and terminology of the introduction and of Section 1 will be used 
without comment. For U< I’, denote by U’ the subspace of V orthogonal 
to U. Let 9 = {f, B} and G,= 0( V, f). Let H, be the subgroup of G, 
fixing each point generated by a member of X. Define 
u,= (x3, x0, xi>, u,=(x,,4,x2,x;) 
v,= (Xl, x2, x3>, G=(x;,x;,x;), v/6= v,+ v;. 
Note that U4 is B-nondegenerate and U3 = (U,)‘. For t E F let g(t) and Y 
be the elements of GL( V) whose matrices with respect to the ordered basis 
(x1, 4, x2, xi) are 
and with respect to the ordered basis (x,, x0, xi) are 
if char(F) # 2, while if char(F) = 2 these matrices are 
g(+(; ; it), r=(; ; 8). 
Let L = (g(t), Y: t E F) < GL( V). It was shown in (5.2) of [2] that: 
(2.1) SL,(F) EL < Go. 
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Moreover it is easily seen that: 
(2.2) L preserves B, so L 6 O( V, P). 
(2.3) Embed K= SL( I’,) in GL(V) by letting K act naturally on 
V3, letting K act in the dual representation on V; with (XI : i) the dual 
basis to (xi : i), and letting K fix x0. Then Kd 0( V, 9). 
ProojC See 5.3 in [a]. 
Finally let G=(L,K), so that G<O(V,/,). e will see that G is 
G,(F), that G = 0( V, P), and that G = Go if F possesses no element a, of 
order 3, while G, = (a,1) x G if a, exists in F. 
Observe that r acts on K and let K. = K( r ). It is easy to check t 
(2.4) Each point in V is fused under K,, to one of the following: 
(4 (x1 + -6 >. 
b) (x,+x,+x;>. 
(c) A point in Us. 
Let J?= F/F2 be the set of residue classes Z = aF2 of squares in F, and for 
a E F, denote by ~9~ the set of points (x) of V such that B(x) E ii, an 
that (x) # (x0) if char(F) = 2. It is reasonably evident that: 
(2.5) L acts as SO( U,, B) on U,. In particular 
(1) L is transitive on (“, n U, for each ii E F, while 
(2) If char(F) = 2 then L fixes x0. 
) (I) The members of X- (x0} are doubly singular while 
(2) XQ A = (XQ). 
(3) xi A = (x,, x;, x;>. 
(4) (xl +x;)A= (x,, xi, x,+x,+x;) and x1 +A$ is 
singular. 
(5) If char(F)=2 then G fixes x0. 
(6) (X ) = xA for all non-B-singular x in U, . 
ProoJ: The first five remarks are straightforward. From 2.5, each non- 
singular point of U, is L-conjugate to (x(a)) for some a E F#, where 
x(a) =ax3 +x;, since B(x(a)) =a. But it is easy to check t 
x(a)A. 
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(2.7) Let K4 = NJ U,)). Then 
(1) K4 E GL,(F) and LK, acts as SO( U,, B) on U,. In particular L 
acts as SL((x,, xi) on the line (xi, xi). 
(2) (x1+x;) is G-conjugate to (x,) and (x,+x,+x~) is G-con- 
jugate to (x0 + x3). 
(3) Let 2 be the set of nondegenerate hyperplanes of V. Then each 
UE &? is G-conjugate to U4 + W for some subplane W of U, and G is 
transitive on B-isometric members of 2”. Further if W is definite then 
NJ U) is transitive on its doubly singular points. 
Proof. Part (1) is reasonably evident and implies the first statement of 
(2). If char(F) 22 then g( -f) maps u=x,+x, +x; to x, +x0 which is 
conjugate in K to v = x0 + x3. If char(F) = 2 then u is G-conjugate to v as G 
centralizes x0 and xl + xi is G-conjugate to x3 by the first part of (2). 
Assume the hypothesis and notation of (3). Let V* be the dual space of 
V, X* = (x7, (xi)*: i) the dual basis to X, and for U< V let A(U) be the 
annihilator in I’* of U. Then A(x,) = (X* - {x$ > ) is G-invariant and 
I’* = A(x,) @ (xg*) is a K,-decomposition of I’*. As in (2.4), each point 
A(U) of I/* not in A (x,,) is K,-conjugate to a member of A ( U,) or to (v* ), 
where v=x,+x,+xl,. Now g(1) maps v* to (x,,+x;)*, which is fused 
into A( U,) under G. 
So we may take A(U) d A( Ii,). That is U4 d 0: so U = U, + W for some 
nondegenerate subplane *W of U,. As U4 is B-hyperbolic, the B-isometry 
type of U is detrmined by the type of W. By (2.5) and Witt’s lemma, L is 
transitive on B-isometric subplanes of U3. So the proof of the first two 
assertions of (3) is complete. 
Assume now that W is definite. We’ll use a little early a fact established 
in (2.8): G is transitive on the doubly singular points of I/. Given this fact, 
NG( U) is transitive on its doubly singular points if and-only if NJ (x1 )) is 
transitive on the G-conjugates of U containing x1. This holds in turn 
precisely when NG(A(xI)) is transitive on G-conjugates of A(U) contained 
in A(x,). Now A(x,) = (X* - {XT}) an d each point of A(x,) is conjugate 
under NK((xl)) to a member of A(U,) or ((axO+u)*), where u is 
x;,x,+x;, or x,+x;, and aE F. However, in the last 3 cases U is B- 
degenerate or B-hyperbolic, contradiction W definite. 
So each conjugate of U containing x1 is NK( (x1))-conjugate to U, + Z 
for some subplane Z of U,, and hence it remains to show NL((xl)) is 
transitive on subplanes Z of U, B-isometric to W. But NL( (xl )) = 
NL( (xi)) and NL( (xi)) is transitive on subspaces of U, B-isometric to Z 
by Witt’s lemma as Z is definite. So the proof is complete. 
(2.8) (1) G is transitive on ~9~ for each GEE F 
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(2) If char(F) = 2 and F is perfect then G has 3 orbits on the points 
of V with representatives (x,), (x,), and (x1 +x;)~ 
Proqf: By (2.4) and (2.7), each point of V is G-conjugate to a point of 
U,. Hence (1) follows from (2.5), since G preserves 
is perfect then IFI = 2, so (1) implies (2). 
) G, permutes the doubly singular points of I? 
Proqf: The doubly singular points are the points (x) with xd of 
dimension 3 by (2.6). 
0) Let (x ) be a point of V. Then 
(I) NGo((x)) acts on x’. 
(2) G, permutes the B-hyperbolic hyperplanes of V. Thus if 
char(F) # 2, 6, acts on O- [. 
ProoJ Let y be doubly singular and U= (x, y). Suppose y E x’. Then 
( y ) is the unique doubly singular point if x is not B 
points are B-singular if x is B-singular. On the other ha 
has exactly 2 B-singular points. Hence as xl is generated by B-singular 
points, part (1) follows with (2.9). 
Next a hyperplane U of V is B-hyperbolic if and only if U contains a 3- 
dimensional subspace all of whose points are doubly singular and x0 $ U 
when char(F) = 2. Hence G, permutes these hyperplanes by (2.9). Further if 
char(F) # 2 then (x0)’ is hyperbolic, so by Witt’s lemma, x’ is not hyper- 
bolic if x $ Cr-, Therefore ( 1) implies (2). 
(2. (1) N,,(V,)=K,x (a,l), where a, is of orer 3 if F 
possesses element of order 3, and a, = 1 otherwise. 
(2) G,=Gx(a,l) and G=O(V,P). 
(3) NJ (x0)) = N,( V6) if char(F) # 2. 
(4) PI, = (H, n K) x (UJ). 
ProoJ: Let U= V,, let M= NGo( (x0)) if char(F) # 2, and let M= 
NGo(U) if char(F) = 2. By 2.10, M acts on U. We’ll show M= &(a,l). 
Note this fact together with (2.10)(2) and the transitivity of G on &PI and 
B-hyperbolic hyperplanes imply (2) and shows (1) if char(F) = 2. Then (2) 
implies (3 ) and the remainder of ( 1). 
Let r be the restriction of f to U. Then A4 < A ( U, 01). Now for x E ( V3) #- 
(x, V;) is the radical Rad(x) of the bilinear form E.,. Similarly (x, VX) = 
Rad(x) for x E ( V;)#, while Rad(x) = (x1, xi) for x=x1 + xi. 
singular point of U is conjugate under K, to a member of V3 or to x1 i- x;, 
so M acts on (V,, V3]. 
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As K = SL( V,), M = K, H, , where H, us the subgroup of M fixing (x,,) 
and(x,),1~i~3.Asxidnx~d=(x~)for(1,2,3}=(i,j,k},H,=H,. 
Thus it remains to show H, = (Kn H,) x (~~1). 
Let hE H,, xih = cixi, and xlh = bix,f. Adjusting in H,n K, we may 
take c1=c2=1. Then l=f(x,,x,,x,)=f(x,h,x,h,x,h)=c,. Similarly 
bi = (co) ~ ’ and 1 = b, 6, b, = (co) -‘. So c0 is a power of a,. In particular if 
a, = 1 then M = K,, so let a, of order 3. Then h = h, h, where h, is a power 
of a,Z and ( h2) = Z(K), completing the proof. 
In the remainder of this section let P = (x1 ), I= (x1, xi), G1 = N,(P), 
and G2 = N,( 1). 
(2.12) The line I is a maximal f-singular subspace and every 
f-singular line is conjugate to I under G. Moreover I is doubly singular. 
ProoJ From 1.3, a subspace U of V is f-singular if and only if U< UA. 
So if U is f-singular of dimension at least 2, then dim(uA) > 1 for each 
UEU#, and hence by previous lemmas, u is doubly singular. Then con- 
jugating in G, we may take x, E Udx, A= (x,, XL, xi). As d,(x,) is 
transitive on (xi, xi), we may take X;E U. Then as (x1,x;) = 
xi A n xi A, the lemma follows. 
Let K, = N,((x,)) n NK((x;)). Observe K, z GL,(P) and acts as 
GL(U) on U for U= (x,, x3) and (xi, xi). 
(2.13) K,=GnN((x,))nN((x;)). 
ProoJ: Let M=GnN((x,))nN((x;)). Then M acts on A’= 
x, A n (xi)’ and A =x’, A n (x,)~. Note A’= (x;, xi) and A = (x,, x3). 
Then as K, = GL(A), M< K, H,. Now (2.11) completes the proof. 
Given M< GL( V), denote by R(M) the largest unipotent normal sub- 
group of M. 
(2.14) R(G,) is regular on the G, conjugates of P not in P’ 
ProoJ By (2.13), R(G,) fixes no such point, so it remains to show G, is 
transitive on the conjugates of P not in p’. Let (x) be such a conjugate 
and U= PAL= (x,, x;, xi, x,,). K1 is transitive on (P’/U)” and 
[xi, g(t)] 6 U, so G1 is transitive on points of V/U not in PI/U. So 
without loss XE xi + U. Next R(N,(P)) is transitive on the points on 
(x, U>/( P, x0) not in U/( P, x,), so without loss x E xi + (P, x0). Then 
(2.5) and Witt’s lemma complete the proof, as U, is G-conjugate to 
<p, x0,x; >. 
(2.15) G, = K, R(G,). 
ProoJ: See (2.13) and (2.14). 
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3. THE IDENTIFICATION OF 0(K 9) WITH 6,(F) 
Tn this section the notation and terminology of the revious section are 
continued. It is shown that G r G,(P), the Chevalley group of type G2 over 
the field E This result is not used elsewhere in the paper in any essential 
way. The result could be used to simplify some arguments, but at the 
expense of appealing to some sophistocated Lie theory. Ht seems better to 
keep things reasonably elementary. 
) G is perfect unless IF/ = 2, where the derive group of G is of 
index at most 2 in G. 
ProoJ: G = (15, K) and L z SL,(F) and Kr &5,(F) are perfect, unless 
IFI 6 3, where K is perfect and jL : L’I = IFI. Further if IFi = 3, then an 
element of E. of order 3 is inverted by an element of K. 
(3. (1) If char(F) # 2 then V is an absolutely irreduci 
primitive -module. 
(2) If char(F) = 2 then V is an indecomposible FG-module, and 
V/(x0) is an absolutely irreducible, primitive FG-module. 
Prooif: The statements about irreducibility and primitivity follow from 
the orbits of G on points of V listed in (2.8). As K fixes a unique point of V, 
and in characteristic 2 a Bore1 group of K fixes a unique point of V/(x0) in 
each of the nonequivalent irreducibles for K, the remarks about absolute 
irreducibility follow. 
-3) G possesses no nontrivial solvable normal subgroup. 
rooJ: Suppose h4 is an abelian normal s group of 6. If char(F) = 2 
and [M, V] 6 (x0) then M fixes the unique 
through x,, containing such a point, and hence M= 1. From this obser- 
vation, (3.2), and Clifford’s Theorem, it follows that M= ( 
g is semisimple. Then the derived group 6’ of G centralizes 
IF! =2 that 2) remains valid for G’. From this remark and 
follows that induces scalar action on V. But we have seen that 
contams no nontrivial element inducing scalar action on V. 
Prooj Let F be the algebraic closure of F, 8=F@, 
forms induced on p by f and B, and G = O(V, g). As 
GE( 8) off and B, G is an algebraic group. By construction, G 1s 
over F and G < G(F), the group of rational points over F. 
G= G,(F) is F-split and G > e(F). Thus G = G(F) 2 G,(F). 
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By (3.1) and (3.3) applied to G, G is semisimple. Of course P is a 
rational module for G and by (3.2), P is irreducible, or in characteristic 2, 
8= p/Fx, is irreducible. Then a Bore1 group D of G fixes a unique point U 
of V, or a point UJFx,, of P in characteristic 2. On the other hand as G 
preserves B, U must be B-singular if char(F) # 2, while in characteristic 2, 
D fixes the unique B-singular point U in U,. Thus we may take U = Fxl, 
so D < G,. Let T be a maximal torus of D. By (2.17), we may take T to be 
a maximal torus of Rz S&(F). Then we may take T= I?, n 1% It is now 
evident that 
1-={Fx:xEX) 
is a set of weight spaces for T and that the Weyl group of G is the group 
D,, of permutations induced on r by NG( 2). Thus the Weyl group of G is 
of type G,, so GE G2(F). 
Further G(F) preserves the restrictions f and B of f and B to V so 
t?(F) d 0( V, Y) = G. Also Tn G = H, n Kr F# x F#, so T is F-split. 
Hence the proof is complete. 
4. PARABOLIC SUBGROUPS 
The notation and terminology of Sections 1 and 2 are continued in this 
section. The subgroups G, and G, are the maximal parabolics of G over the 
Bore1 subgroup Gi2 = G, n G,; this will be proved formally in the next sec- 
tion. In this section the general structure of the parabolics is determined. 
Write H, for H, n K. H, is a Cartan subgroup of G and it is 
straightforward to show: 
(4.1) For a, b E F# let h = h(a, b) be the element of H, such that 
xih~cixi and xjh=cl:‘xl, where c,,= 1, c1 =a, c2= b, and c3= (ab)-‘. 
Then the map (a, b) N h(a, b) is an isomorphism of F# x F# with H,. 
(4.2) The series 
is a chief series for G, with K1 acting naturally as GL,(F) on PA/P and 
P1/PAi. 
(4.3) (1) If char(F) # 2, the series 
O<l<P< v 
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is a chief series for G2 with LH, acting as GL,(F) on 1 and as S’ 
on the complement U3 to I in I’. 
(2) 4f char(F) = 2, the series 
o< (x,)@I<P< v 
is a chief series for Gz with LH, acting as GL2(F) on I an 
on u,. 
Pro05 Evidently the series is preserved by G2 an LH, acts as claime 
As LH, 6 G,, the series is chief. 
A) Let R, = R(G,), C, = C,(PA), and E, = C,(PA’). Then 
(1) C,zF3 with C, = E, x D, where D, is a conjugate of 
{g(t) : t E F). 
(2) f,, is a nondegenerate symplectic form on V,,lpd, El = CG( V/ 
and GJE, is the stabilizer in Sp,(F) z O( V/PA, s,,) of the point 
(3) If char(F) # 2 then E, = C,(PA). 
(4) If char(F) # 3 then El =Z(R,), while if char(F) = 3 t 
D, 56,. 
ProoJ Let Y= V/PA and h the form induce by fr, on P. As f is alter- 
nating and PA is the radical of Jx,, ( VY h) is a 4-dimensional symplectic 
space. Of course G,/C,,(P) is a subgroup of the stabilizer S in O(V, 1~) of 
the point U. where U = PA’. 
Evidently E, z F2 centralizes U and [V, E,] = PA. Further g(l) cen- 
trahzes &A with [x0, g(t)] = 2t*x;. So as x1 is conjugate to xi con- 
tains a conjugate D, z F of D = (g(t) : t E F). As D is normalize y the 
subgroup K, of 2.7, we may choose D, to be K,- variant. Note D, is the 
group of transvections in S with center 0. inally PA = C,(D, ) if 
char(F) # 2, while U= C,(D,) if char(F) = 2. 
Next from (4.1), K1 is a Levi factor of S. T en K, is irreducible on 
WSYD,, so as s(t)~R(S)-D1, (2). IS established, module the claim that 
E, = C,(P). Note that as G preserves B, C,( 8) < Cr. So as D, does not 
centralize V, (1) will imply E, = C,(P) and complete the proof of (2). 
As G preserves B, C, centralizes V/PAL. Further if char(F) = 
centralizes x0 so C, centralizes PAL = PA @ (x0). Thus Cl is qu 
V in this case, so C, is abelian. Now E, x D, rF3 d C, with lx’, , E, ] = 
<xi > xi) and D, transitive on the conjugates of V3 in U which, together 
with PA, contain all B-singular points of U. Thus as CRI(x;) = 1 by (2.14), 
67, = El D1. Thus (1) is established in this case. 
So to complete the proof of (1) we may take char(F) #2. 
El = C,(U) by (2.11). So RI/E1 is a subgroup of GL(U) stabilizing 
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PA with C,,(x,) = E,. It follows from these remarks and the structure of 
R,/C,( P) that (1) holds. 
It remains to prove (4). As C, is abelian, as D, is K,-invariant, and as K, 
is irreducible on RI/Cl, D, 9 Gr if and only if C,,(Di) 4 C,. Further if 
D, is normal in G, then D, = Z(R,), while if D, is not normal in G1 then 
E, = Z(R,). Now D, = {d(t) : t E F} where d(t) centralizes PA, and 
x,d(t)=xo+2t2x,, x; d(t) = x; + tx, + t2x,, 
x,d(t)=x,-tx;, x24t) = x2 + tx;. 
Further for ~EF#, g(s) E R, - Ci, so it remains to show c = 
d(t) g(s) -d(t) = 0 if and only if char(F) = 3. We calculate that if x E X- 
(x;, x3} then c annihilates x. On the other hand x;c = 3stx’, and 
x3c = -3stx,, so the proof is complete. 
(4.5) Let G,, = G1 n G,. Then Gi2 = H,R(G,,) and R(G12) has an 
HKcomposition series of length 6 with chief factors isomorphic to F. 
ProoJ: As [R,, PA] < (xi), R, acts on I, while K, nG, is a Bore1 
group of K, containing H,. Hence G,, = H,R(G12). Lemma (4.4) supplies 
the chief series. 
(4.6) G, = LH,R(G,). 
ProoJ As LH, acts as GL(Z) on I, G, = LH,C,(Z). Further C,(Z) = 
Gi2n C(Z)= R(G,,)n C(Z) by (4.5). So C,(Z)= R(G,) as L is irreducible 
on 1. 
(4.7) Let R, = R(G,) and Z, = C&Z’). Then 
(1) Z,=C,(Z1)zFand [V,Z,]=Z. 
(2) R,jZ, z l+. 
Prooj Let U = IL, let W= 1 if char(F) # 2, and let W= 10 (x,,) if 
char(F) = 2. As L is irreducible on Z, W < C,(R,). As L is irreducible on 
U/W, [U, R,] d W. Thus R, is quadratic on U. 
Next I< PA, so Z, < C,(U) < CG(PAI) < C1. Then from the description 
of C, in (4.4), Z, = C,(U) r F. 
Now R,/Z, is faithful and quadratic on U, so R2/U2 is abelian. As 
R(G2)/R2 z FE Z,, we conclude from (4.5) that R,lZ, z p. 
5. THE BUILDING FOR G, 
The notation and terminology of Sections 1,2, and 4 are continued in 
this section. Denote by 9 the set of all doubly singular points of I’, write 
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e set of doubly singular lines of V, incidence between 
of 9’ and 9 by inclusion. Write 
incident with a line k. Denote by 9? the chambers of this 
f the incident pairs from 9 x 9. Let Z b 
by the members (x,), (xi), 1 d i< 3, of 9. Thus Z IS an 
ordinary hexigon. Let a denote the set of G-conjugates of let 
&? = (%‘, a). We will show that $8 is the building of type 6, ove a 
its set of apartments. Also the orbits of the parabohcs cm chambers will be 
determined explicitly. 
The results in this section are not used elsewhere in the paper. 
Consider the colinearity graphs on 9 and 9. T 
adjacent in P if P and Q are colinear; that is if 
*k*P. Adjacency in 9 is defined dually. For P, 
e distance from P to Q in 9’. The distance functton d on 5? is define 
dually. Finally for Q E 9 and k E 22 define d(Q, 
m E Y with Q*m and d(m, k) minimal subject to this constraint. 
that d(Q? k) is also the minimum of d(Q, R) + 1 over 
For Q E 9 write 4,(Q) for the set of points at distance i from Q 
) for those lines of distance i from Q. For k~ 
y; that is Ai consists of lines and T;(k) co 
) (1) d(P, Q)<3 for all QE9”. 
(2) 6, is transitive on d,(P) for each i. 
(3) A,(P)= (Yn PA)- {P}. 
(4) A,(P)= (QEPnP’: Q 4 PA). 
(5) A,(P)= (QE~: Q 4 P’}. 
ProoJ Part (3) is evident. By (4.2) and (4.4) G, is transitive on L% 1( 
Each point in PAL - PA is non-B-singular, so P n Pdi = (P> v A,(P). 
Let Q = (x) ES, = { TE P n PL: T 4 PA}. By (4.4)(2), GI is transitive 
on vectors in P’/PA not in PAL/PA, so we may take 4: E -7~~ + PA. As EP 
it follows that XEX~+ (x1, xi). Next U= (x1, x2, xi) =xk,A, so t e is 
an element inducing a transvection on U with center (xi ) and axis 
(x1) xi). Conjugating by that transvection, we may assume x E x2 $9. 
Thus x is conjugate to x2 in E,. 
We have shown G, is transitive on S,. As d(P, x2) = 2, S, c A,(P). 
Conversely if QE A,(P) then there is TEA,(P) with T+ QE 9~ Then 
+ Td TA d P’. Therefore A,(P) E S,. Thus (4) is established. 
by (2.14), R, is transitive on the set S, of points in P not in P’. 
, xi) = 3, S, E A,(P). But by previous paragraphs no member of 
9nnP’ is in d,(P), so (5) holds. Further we have established (I) and (2) 
along the way. 
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(5.2) For each line k E 9 there exists a unique point Q on k of 
minimal distance from P. Indeed d(P, Q) = d(P, k) - 1. 
ProoJ: Evidently if Q is a point on k with d(P, Q) minimal, then 
d(P,k)=d(P, Q)+l. If k 4 P’, then knP’=Q is a point and by (5.1), 
d(P, Q) = 2 while d(P, T) = 3 for Q # T on k. 
So take k<P’. Observe xzA=(x2,x~,x~), so ~,AnP~=(x,,x;). 
Now if k 4 PA, then by (5.1), conjugating in G, we may take x2 on k. 
Thus kd Pl nx,A = (x2, xi), so k= (x,, xi). Hence (xi) is the point 
on k of minimal distance from P. 
Finally if k < PA then conjugating in G, we may take xi on k. So 
k d PA n xi = 1. Thus k = I and P is the unique point on k of minimal dis- 
tance from P. 
Note we have also shown 
(5.3) (1) d(P, k)<3 for all kE9. 
(2) T,(P)=.YnPA. 
(3) T,(P)={keLZnP’:k 4 PA}. 
(4) r,(P)= {k&‘: k & P’}. 
(5.4) G, has 6 orbits ‘?Zv=G?&P) on W, O<id3, j=i or i+l, 
0 < j < 3. qU consists of all chambers (Q, k) with d( P, Q) = i and d( P, k) = j. 
ProoJ It suffices to show G,, has 6 orbits cY$ on points, with qj con- 
sisting of all points Q with d(P, Q) = i and d(Z, Q) = j. Evidently G,, acts 
on qj. Further it is easy to see LPY is nonempty. So it suffices to show Gi2 
has at most 6 point orbits. 
Now R, <G,, is transitive on A,(P) by (2.14) and (5.1). Of course 
{P} = 9&. Finally as Giz is a Bore1 group in the rank 1 group G,, Gi2 has 
2 double cosets in G, and hence at most two orbites on Ai( i= 1,2, 
completing the proof. 
(5.5) G, is transitive on ri( P) for each i. 
Prooj By (5.4), G, is transitive on pairs (Q, k) E %? with d(P, k) = i 
and d(P, Q)= i- 1, while by (5.3), there is a unique Q on k with 
d(P, Q)=i-1. 
(5.6) (1) d(l, k)<3 for all kE9. 
(2) A,(l)= {kd?: knlE9’). 
(3) A,(l)= {keY:knlLEY}. 
(4) A3(l)= (kELF:knZ’=O). 
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Proof Lemma (5.3) says d(l, Q) < 3 for all Q E P4, which implies (I )~ 
art (2) is obvious. 
(5.3), G, is transitive on members of 9 in 1’ but not in 1. x3 is a 
kost 
and (x3, x;) E A,(l), so each line k with 0 # k A II is at dist a! 
2 from 1. Thus if k n 1’ is a point, then by (2) d(i, k) = 2. 
Conversely if d(l, k) = 2 there is a line m with In m and k n m points. As 
I + 711 is a maximal B-singular subspace of FYI’, k & I-, so k n m = k n EL is 
oint. Hence (3) holds. 
Finaily (l), (3) and the discussion above imply (4). 
-19) G,, has 12 orbits ?Zi+ =%?&P, I) on %, where (i, r, j, s) = 
(0, 1, 0, 11, (0, 1, 1, 11, (1, 1, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2. 21, (2, 2: 2, 
(3, 3, 3, 3) or the image of one of these 4-tupies under t 
(1, 3)(2, 4) of the indices, and girj,, consists of those with 
d(B,Q)=i, d(P,k)=r, d(l,k)=j, andd(l,Q)=s. 
PIOO$ Again it is evident that G12 acts on ViYi, and it is easy to see that 
cu O’ir,, is nonempty. Thus it suffices to show G,, has at most 12 orbits on %. 
ut as in (5.4) each G I orbit on %? decomposes into at most 2 orbits under 
G,,, while by (5.4) 6, has 6 orbits on W. 
) 99 is a building of type G, 
PYOO~: As C is a hexigon it suffices to show $9 is a huh 
we must show that if S and T are symphces of .@ then 
(a) There exists CI E a with S, T G CL, and 
(b) if /I is a second member of c% containing S and T there is g E G 
with ug = b and fixing S and T. 
Conjugating in G we may take S to be a symplex of C = (P, I). Let D be 
a chamber containing T. Observe Z has 12 chambers which are 
tatives for the orbits of G,, on g listed in (5.7). Thus there 
Da E C. Thus a = Ca -’ works in (a). Moreover to prove ( 
by ;“a, we may take a = 1 and a = C. Now there is b E G with Ch = 8, as 
c% = CG. As N&C) is transitive on points, lines, and chambers of C, there 
is c E N&I) with Sbc = S. 
iif S is a l-dimensionai symplex then as the stabilizer 
transitive on A;(S), ri(S), and the chambers (Q, k) in C wit 
and d(S, k) = j, there exists d6 M with Tbcd = T. Then g = bed does the job 
in (b). Similarly if S and T are chambers then as C n Girls contains a unique 
member, Tbr = T. Thus g = bc does the job in (b) in this case. 
is a Bore1 group of G, G,, and G, are the maximal 
and H, is a Cartan subgroup of G. 
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ProoJ: G,, is the stabilizer in G of the chamber (P, I), G, and G, are the 
stabilizers of P and I, and H, is the subgroup fixing each symplex in the 
apartment C. 
(5.10) G is simple if IFI f2. 
Proof: As G is a group of automorphisms of the building &? and trans- 
itive on pairs (C, A), where C is a chamber in the apartment A, Gi2, N&C) 
is a (B, N)-pair for G. We may assume IFI # 2, so by (3.1), G is perfect. G,, 
is solvable so by (3.3) it contains no nontrivial normal subgroup of G. 
Hence G is simple by 43.11 in [3]. 
6. NONDEGENERATE, NONHYPERBOLIC HYPERPLANES OF V 
The notation and terminology of Sections 1, 2, and 4 are continued in 
this section. Denote by N the set of all B-nondegenerate B-nonhyperbolic 
hyperplanes of V. 
(6.1) Let UEJV. Then 
(1) U is conjugate to U’ under G if and only if U is B-isometric to U’. 
(2) U is conjugate to U, + W for some definite subplane W of U3. 
(3) NJ U) is transitive on its doubly singular points. 
(4) If char(F) # 2 then U’ = (x(U)) is a nonsingular point and the 
map UG H B(x(U))F2 is a bijection of the orbits of G on JV” with 
P- {a, -7). Further if B(x(U)) = a then U is conjugate to 
U, + (x0, xi - ax3>. 
ProoJ: Parts (l), (2), and (3) are restatements of (2.7)(3) when 
char(F) = 2. So take char(F) # 2. Then certainly Ul= (x) is a nonsingular 
point and x’ = U. So (2.8) and (2.10) imply (l), (2), and (4). Further (3) is 
equivalent to the assertion that G, is transitive on U0 n (xi)l, where 
B(x) = a. As usual each such point is conjugate under Kn G1 to a member 
of U, and NL( (xi)) = L n G, is transitive on such points in U, n (xl)l = 
<xi, x0>. 
Let U= U4 + WE N with W a definite subplane of U,. If char(F) # 2 
then by (6.1)(4) we may take W= U, n x(a)l, where x(a) = ax3 + xi and 
a # -c2 for any c E F. Then W = (x,, yO), where y, = ye(a) = xi - ax3. In 
this case let p(t) E F[t] be defined by p(t) = t2 + a. As B(txO + yO) = -p(t) 
and W is definite, p(t) is irreducible. 
Similarly if char(F) = 2 and wO, y0 is a basis for W then 
B( tw, + y,,) = p(t) for some irreducible quadratic p(t) E I?‘[ t]. 
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In any event let k be the splitting field for p(l) over F, (0) = Gal(k/.F”), 
Vk = k 0, V, and f k and Bk the k-forms on Vk induced by f and 
Gk = O(Vk, Fk) contains G. Let r and YD be the roots of ~(1 
YG --Y if char(P) f 2. 
bserve that Wk is hyperbolic with singular points ( y3) an 
where y3 = WI,+ y, and y;=row,+ y,, and wO=xO if char(F)#Z. 
Therefore by (2.11) and (6.1): 
-2) Uk = U, 0 U,, where U, is a Bk-singular plane of U”. Further 
NGl( Uk) = N, = (z)N where N = §L( U,) and U2 is the dual klV-modde, 
and z interchanges U, and U,. 
3) Let c( be the hermitian symmetric sesquilinear form on Uk 
defined by G such that B is the restriction of r to U. Then x is non- 
degenerate on U, and A4 = NJ U) A N,( U,) = O(U, , a) z SU,(k/F). 
Indeed we can regard cr as a k-semilinear map on U, and choose 
p E Hom,( U,, U,) such that II: U, + U is an Fh4-isomorphism, where uz = 
u+uaj for UE U,. 
Proof. As A4 preserves B, A4 preserves LY, so 
(&l)(3), M is irreducible on U. Thus as 1 k : FI = 2, M has at most 2 chief 
factors on Uk. Therefore U, and U, are irreducible kM-modules. 
Next K, <A4 and C,(K,) = W. So Cuz(Ki) = Wi = Wk n Ui is a B”- 
singular point of Wk. Therefore we may take W, = ( y3) and W, = ( y;). 
observe “(y3, y3)= -4a if char(F)+2 and B(M?~, y0)2/B(~0) if 
char(P) = 2. In particular y, is not cc-singular, so 0. is nontrivial on hi,. 
Thus as A4 is irreducible on U,, G! is nondegenerate on U,. So 
i E SU,(k/P), and it remains to show A4 = Ml. 
Let S be the normal closure of K, in M. K, = SU( [ U,, Ki] ), and 
irreducible on U,, so S= SO( U,, a) = M,. That is M= M, as 
Further U, is kM-isomorphic to Uy*, so as U, is kN-~somor~bi~ to UT, 
we can extend G to k-semilinear map on U, and find /3 E Hom,( U,, U,) 
o/3 M-equivariant. Therefore crP E Hom,( U, , U,) an 
n~Mom,,(U,, Uk) by UZ=U+UC/?, for UE Cl, 
Let hi, = &Tlzn, so that 7~: hi, --f U, is an -isomorphism. bserve 
U, = U. For /?: W, ---f W,, so (adjusting fi by a suitable scalar), y30fi = y;~ 
Thus y3z=2y0 if char(F) f2 and B(w,, y,) wo/B(wo) if char(F) = 2. In 
either case, 0 # y,rc E U. So as A4 is irreducible on U,, U = (( ~~.n)~ > = U,. 
Therefore z: U, 4 U is an FM-isomorphism. 
) N,(U) is M z SU,(k/F) extended y an involution inducing 
an outer automorphism on M and inverting UL. 
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ProoJ: If char(F) # 2 there is an involution r in NL( U) inverting U’. As 
z inverts U’, U,z= Uz, so as M=N,(U)nN(U,)<N, and N(U,) is of 
index 2 in N,, NJ U) = M(z). 
If char(F) = 2 then NL( U) is the split extension of k, by an involution z 
inverting kO, where 
k,= (bEk:ba=b-‘} 
and k, is embedded in GL( W) by regarding W as the additive group of k 
and letting k, act by multiplication. In particular WI and W, are 
eigenspaces for k, on Wk, and as r inverts k,, z interchanges W, and W,. 
So again U, z = U, and NJ U) = M(z). 
(6.5) Define scalar multiplication of k on U by mb = ubn for b E k, 
UE u,, and let y be the hermitian symmetric sesquilinear form on the 
k-space U defined by G such that y(u.n, vrc) = CI(U, v). Then 
(1) rr: (U,, R) -+ (U, y) is an isometry commuting with M. 
(2) For all U, v E U, y(u, v) Tr:= B(u, v). Further if char(F) = 2 then 
B(u) = Y(U, u). 
(3) The y-singular points of U are the doubly singular lines of U. 
(4) The y-hyperbolic lines of U are the conjugates of U, and the 
k-points y-orthogonal to such lines are the conjugates of W. 
(5) If n is a B-nonsingular line of U then U = ntl if and only if n 
is a k-point of U. Moreover in that event rdnn’ is the subspace of U 
y-orthogonal to 12. 
(6) If 2, is a y-nonsingular point of U, Z, = ( Ul, 2, ), and Z, is the 
subspace of U y-orthogonal to Z,, then 2, = Z,B, Z, = Z,l, NG(Z3) 
induces SO(Z,, B) on Z,, C,(Z,) induces SO(Z,, y) on Z,, and NG(Z4) 
acts faithfully as SO(Z,, B) on Z,. 
Proof Part (1) is straightforward. Let B’ = y Trk,: Vx V+ F and 
Q(U) = y(u, u). As M is irreducible on U and k = End,(U), B’ = cB for 
some CE F# and if char(F) = 2, Q = cB as a quadratic form. This is 
established for example in 7.5 of [ 11. Thus to prove (2) it remains to show 
c = 1, and for this we need only check B( U, U) = B’(u, U) and B(u) = Q(u) 
for some nonsingular u E U. Make this check on u = ysn. This is easy as we 
have already calculated y3z and U( y,, y3) during the proof of (6.3). 
Observe [U, , K,] is a a-hyperbolic line in U, , Wk its a-orthogonal com- 
plement, and [U,, A] a a-singular point of U1, where A is the unipotent 
radical of Bore1 subgroup of K, . On the other hand [U, K,] = U,, W is the 
B-orthogonal complement to U, in U, and [U, A] is a doubly singular line 
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of hi. Thus (3) and (4) follow as A4 = SU,(F) is transitive on cr-singular 
points and a-hyperbolic lines of U,. 
Assume the hypothesis of (6) and let ( y) = kil. 
7.5 in [I]? f,,= (.+) Tr$ for some j.tzk with Aa= - 
Z,<(y,z)B. So as (y,z)<(y,z)O and (y,z) 
we conclude (Z,, y, z) = ( y, z)e. Letting H vary over Z,#, it follows that 
Z4 = Z, 8. Similarly .Z,8 is a hyperplane of V and U = Z, + Z, < Z,8, so 
U=Z,@. 
8n the other hand suppose n = (z, u) is a -nonsingular line in U wi 
U = ntl. This is equivalent to n being in the ra 
to U. So Z,+n <Rad(h) and hence 0# A =Z,n 
Z,<(z, y)0, ,f(y,z,a)=Q for aEA, and h 
tradicts (2.6)(6). Therefore (5) is established. 
As Z, = Z,8, C,(Z,) acts on Z, + Z, = U, 
SO(Z,, y) on U,. Further there is a subgroup D of 
translation on Z, and there is z E NJ U) - M inve 
inducing a field automorphism on D. Thus D 
(cf. Exercise 7.2.4 in [3].) Hence if char(F) # 2, D(T) is the stabilizer of Y 
in SO(Z,, B). In any event we may assume Z, is not a conjugate of U4; 
since then (6) holds by (2.5) and (2.7). Therefore if char(F) = 2, Z, contains 
doubly singular points, so the stabilizer of (z) in SO(Z,, B) is trivial. 
us to show NG(Z3) induces SO(Z,, B) on Z,, it suffices to show NG(Zj) 
is transitive on points of Z, B-isometric to S = Y or (z), for char(I;) # 2 or 
=2, respectively. But this holds as each of the nondegenerate by~er~Iames 
Z sf Z, satisfies the hypothesis of Z,, and hence NG(Z3) n N(Z) is the 
stabilizer in SO(Z,, B) of Z. Thus if T is isometric to S and T-t S is non- 
degenerate, T is conjugate to S in NG(Z3) n N(T+ S). Further for any T 
isometric to S, there exists T’ isometric to S with V- -+- S, F/l + T, and 
V’ + T’ distinct, and hence T+ S, T + §: and TS T’ are no~d~ge~erate” 
ip’ are all conjugate in NG(Z3), completing the proofs 
Finally we must show NG(Z4) = SO(Z,, B) is faithful o Z,. NG(U4) acts 
faithfully on U, as SO( U,, B). (cf. 7.1) Hence extending F to r to get U; 
conjugate to Zi in 0( V/‘, 5’)) we conclude CG(Zh) < C,(, ,-,,(Z;) = I and 
N&Z,) d SL(Z,). Then N&Z-?) < SO(Z,, B) and it remains to show the 
containment is an equality. 
Eet u, v E Z, with B(u) = B(u). It suffices to s 
N,(Z4) and NG(Z4) n C(u) is the stabilizer 
=(u,v) and U’=Z,6. Then Z,<u’ by ( 
ere Zb=Z,n U’. Now Z,=Z,% so Z4+Zb< 
in u’, where k’ is t&e extension of F determine 
(Zb)’ n U’ is the sum of k’-lines. Thus as y’(u) 
conjugate to u in NG(U’) n N(Z,). Indeed if Z, is a line of UI n Z, the 
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same argument applied to Z, in place of Z, shows the stabilizer of the pair 
U, Z, in SO(Z,, B) is induced in N,(Z,8), from which we conclude as in a 
previous paragraph that NG(Z4) n C(U) is the stabilizer in SO(Z,, B) of U. 
So (6) is at last established. 
7. THE PROOF OF THEOREMS 1,2, AND 3 
The notation and terminology of Sections 1, 2, and 4 are continued in 
Section 7. Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are established in this section. 
(7.1) N,(U,)=LK4~SO(U4, B). 
ProoJ: LK, is transitive on the B-hyperbolic lines of U,, so NJ U,) = 
LK,M, where 
M=N,(U,)nN,((x,))nN,((x;)). 
By (2.14), A4 = NK,( U,). But NK,( U,) = H, < LK,. 
(7.2) Assume char(F) = 2 and m, is a line through x0 containing 
no B-singular points. Then 
(1) F is not perfect, and hence not finite or algebraically closed. 
(2) m, is G-conjugate to m = (x,, ax; + x3) for some aE F- F’. 
(3) N,(m) r SL,(k) where k = F(a) is the extension of F obtained by 
adjoining a with a* = a, N,(m) centralizes m, and acts naturally on ml/m, 
with the conjugates of I + m/m the points of this k-space. 
ProoJ: Lemma 2.8 implies (1) and (2). Let x = ax; + xg and 
A4 = N,(m). Observe A = KF d hf. Further M centralizes m. For otherwise 
there is g EM with xg= cx+bx, for some b, CE F#. Then a= B(x)= 
B(xg) = c2a + b2, so b2 = a(c2 + 1) = a(c + 1)2, contradicting a not a square 
in F. 
Let U = m’ and rsi = U/m. Then U = U, + m. If S is a singular point in 
U4 then S is the unique singular point of S + m. Thus C,( 0) d C,,,,(S), so 
C,( 0) = C,(U) = 1 by (7.1). Thus M is faithful on D. 
Make B into a k-space by defining a.?, = x;, a~, = x\, cGxi = a%, , and 
uxx; = ax,. Observe A = (A(t), A,: t E F), where A(t): x1 H x1 + tx2, 
x; H xi + tx; and A(t) fixes the remaining members of X, and where A, = 
(x1, x,)(x;, xi) as a permutation of X. Now check that A(t) and A0 act k- 
linearly on the k-space U via xlA(t)=.?,+tx,, &A(t)=&., and 
A,= (X1, X2). Thus A is identified as A = SL,(F) <A= SL,(k). In par- 
ticular 2 = (A, 11 ), where fi fixes X, and maps X, to X, + a.?,. So it suffices 
to exhibit ,u E A4 such that ,u acts on 0 as ,ii, and to show that M is a sub- 
group of A in its action on i?. 
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Let B be the symplectic form on U with - - 
A = O( U, B). Define 4 E Hom,(k, F) by 14 = 1 and C$ 
on a, so d preserves the restriction of B to U. Similarly if $ E 
with l$ = 0 and a$ = a, then i?$ = f, on D, so A preserves th 
off, to U. 
eline p E GL( V) to fix x0, xi, and x2, and 
iu: x,~x,+ax,, x;-x;+x,, 
/I: x,HX~+X;+X~, x;HX;+ux*+ax;+x,. 
Then p fixes x and induces 17: on i?. Thus p preserves the restrictions off, 
and B = f,, to U. Hence it remains to check 0 =f(zrp, VP, I/VP) for distinct 
U, U, w  in (x1, x2, xi, x;> to get p preserving the restriction of Jo to U, and 
then to check f(lcp, VP, x3p) = f(u, v, x3) for 
to get that REM. 
So S&(k) z Ak = (A, p) d M. Hence A4 is irreducible on a. 
preserves the 2-dimensional subspace of L*(a) generated by JY an 
the dimension of End,,(U) over F is at least 2. There 
k = End,4 a), also k = End,,( 0). That is A46 G (k). Further as 
(Xi, X; ) = B(x,, xi) and M preserves B, 6 O(U, = 2. So indeed 
M= Lrk, and the proof is complete. 
) (1) G is transitive on B-singular 
(2) G has two orbits on B-singular lines. These consist of the doubly 
singular lines with representative I and the remaining B-singular lines with 
representative m = (x,, x2). N,(m) d NJ(x;)). 
(3) G has two orbits on B-singular planes with representatives x,d 
and V,. N,(x, A) d G, and N,( V,) stabilizes the hyperbolic hyperplane V,. 
Bro0$ Part (1) is a restatement of (2.9). Let n be a B-singular line. 
(1) we may take x, in. Hence by (5.1), n is G,-conjugate to E or M. As 
r&l = (xi)‘, N,(m) d NJ (x7)). 
Let n be a B-singular plane. Again we may ta e x1 E 71. Then either 
n=xlA or 71 4 x,A. In the first case note x11= (x,), so NG(x)<G1. In 
the second by (5.1) we may take m d 7~. Then n < ml = m + U,. Further t 
root group (g(t): t E F) <N,(m) has two orbits on singular points of U, 
with representatives (xi) and (x,), so we may take 1~ = (m, x;) or V3~ 
In the former case, 71 = xi A. In the later ~6 = ( V3, x,), which has radical 
V3’;, so N,( b’,) stabilizes V, = V3 + V3. 
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(7.4) Let U be a hyperplane of V and k an f-nonsingular line of V. 
Then 
(1) ktl is a hyperplane of V. 
(2) If char(F) # 2 then Ul is a point of V. 
(3) If char(F) = 2 then either U is B-nondegenerate and U’ = (x0) 
or x0 E U and UL is an f-nonsingular line containing x0. 
(4) If char(F) = 2 then x0 E kf3 precisely when k = k%l is B-isotropic. 
(5) If char(F) # 2 and k has no doubly singular points, then kf9 is 
B-nondegenerate. 
ProoJ: This is straightforward with the exception of (5); use (1.4) in the 
proof. To prove (5), observe that k < k0 = U, and if U is degenerate then 
U = Q’ for some singular point Q. Indeed we may take Q = P. As U= k6, 
k is f,-singular for each u E U. On the other hand PA is B-singular, so 
k A PA = 0. But by (4.4), each I,,-singular line in PI/PA is G,-conjugate to 
PA + (x,, x2). Thus k = (x0 + d, x2 + e), some d, e 6 PA. However 
,f(xO + d, x2 + e, XL) = 1, contradicting k f,-singular for u = x;. 
(7.5) Let U-c V with U 4 V’. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) U is conjugate to U, or U4. 
(2) NJ U) stabilizes a point, line, or hyperplane of V not in VL. 
(3) F is not perfect if char(F) = 2. IFI B 5 if char(F) # 2. Further there 
exists a nonhyperbolic, B-nondegenerate hyperplane 2 of V and a y-definite 
k-subplane Z, of Z such that either U= Z, or Z, = U8 and U= (Z,)‘, 
where k and y are as in (6.5) with respect to Z. 
The proof involves a series of reductions. Assume the lemma is false and 
choose a counter example U of minimal dimension. Evidently dim(U) > 2. 
BY (7.3), 
(a) The B-radical of U is trivial. 
(b) Un U’ < VI. 
For if not, then by minimality of U, we get U< U’. Then by (a), 
char(F) = 2 and U contains no singular points. Let W= (U, x0). 
NJ U) < NJ W) and W< W’, so W also contains no singular points. Thus 
by (7.2) we may assume the line m of (7.2) is in W. Now by (7.2), N,(m) is 
transitive on (ml/m)#, so as mi contains a singular point but m < W < ml 
and W contains no singular points, W = m. This contradicts dim(U) > 2. 
(c) dim(U) = 3. 
For dim(U)ddim(U1)=codim(U)+c, where E=O if char(F)#2 or if 
char(F) = 2 and x0 $ U, while E = 1 otherwise. Thus as dim(U) > 2, either 
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r char(F) = 2, x0 E U, and dim(U) = 4. ut in the latter case (b) 
(d) If char(F) = 2 then x0 6 UQ but x0 E U. 
For if .X~E U8 then U< UL, contrary to (b). Further if x,,# U then by (b), 
U is B-nondegenerate, contradicting dim(U) odd and char(F) = 2. 
Next by (a), Vf UQ. Also by (1.4) and (c), codim(UB) < 3. As Ni,(U) 
stabilizes no hyperplane of V, codim( UQ) = 2 or 3. If codim( U8) = 2 then, 
with (d), U0’ is a N,(U)-invariant line, a contradiction. T 
(e) codim( U(3) = 3. 
(f) u 4 U%. 
For suppose otherwise. By (b) and (d), U is ~-nondege~erate and 
char(F) # 2. Then as dim( U(J) = 4, UO n U’ is a NG( U)-invariant point, a 
contradiction. 
By (f), bin U8 is a proper subspace of U, so by (d) and minimahty of U, 
Un U0 = 0. Then by (c) and (e): 
(g) v= U@ u0. 
(h) UBn U0’=0. 
For otherwise we could replace U by U6 n Utl- and appeal to (b) and (d). 
(i) If char(F) # 2 then Utl= U’. If char(F) = 2 then U’ = (x,, US). 
In any case U= UP. 
If U@ < U’ then (i) holds by a dimension argument and (d). So we can 
assume W= U8 n U’ # U8. But 0 # W is N,( U)-invariant, so dim( 
Now applying (b) and (d) to W, we conclude char(F) # 2 and W’ n UB is 
a NJ U)-mvariant point, a contradiction. 
(j) U contains no doubly singular points. 
For if so then by (b) we conclude U contains a -hyperbolic line h. 
(2.14) we may take h = (x,, xi). Then U$ < h’ n h9 = U4, so U4 = UQ an 
u= (U,)‘= u,. 
Let Z be a B-nondegenerate hyperplane of V with UB<Z and with 
Y=ZL<U. Let Z,=UnZ. 
(k) Z,B = Z and Z is not B-hyperbolic. 
Z, 19 = Z, + UB = Z. Further if Z is B-hyperbolic, then we may take Z = 
and z = ax; + x3 E 7J for some a E F. Now as Z = Z, %, Z, is in the radical 
of the restrcition of f, to Z. But R = (z, x,), contradicting 
Because of (k) there is a quadratic extension k of F and a 
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metric k-form induced on Z determined as in (6.5), with Z in the role of 
the “U” of (6.5). By (k) and (6.5)(5): 
(1) Z, is a y-nonsingular of Z and U6’ is the definite k-line or Z 
y-orthogonal to Z,. 
Note to show that (7.5)(3) holds, and hence to complete the proof of (7.5), 
it remains to establish the remarks about Fin (7.5)(3). If char(F) = 2 then 
F is not perfect by (j) and (2.8)(2). So take char(F) f2. Then as 
dim(U) = 3 but U contains no B-singular points, IPI > 3. But 
IPI = 1 + jF#/F21 with jF#/F2j an abilian group of exponent 2, so either IPI 
is infinite or 1 plus a power of 2. Hence IPI > 5. 
We are now in a position to establish Theorems 1, 2, and 3. First we 
show &‘* is contained in the union of the sets Ai. Let UE S such that the 
stabilizer A4 of U in G is in A*. By (7.5), we may take dim(U) = 1,2, 3, or 
6, and if dim(U) = 3 then U is in S3 or Sg. Hence we may assume 
dim(U) = 1, 2, or 6. By (7.3) we may assume the B-radical of U is 0. Thus if 
char(F)#2 then U is B-nondegenerate. Moreover in this case if U is a 
point then U’ is a hyperplane, so we may assume U is a hyperplane. Hence 
U is in S, or S,. 
So we may take char(F) = 2. If U is a point then UL is a hyperplane 
through x,,, and if U is a hyperplane through x0 then U’ is a line through 
x0. So we may take U to be a line through x0 or a B-nondegenerate hyper- 
plane. In the latter case U is in S, or Sg, so we may assume the former. As 
the B-radical of U is 0, U contains no doubly singular points. Thus U E ST. 
So J.&‘* is contained in the union of the sets J&. Further we have seen in 
Sections 2-7 that if U E Sj for some i, then NJ U) does not stabilize any 
other member of any Sj, so &!* is equal to the union of the sets J&. 
By (7.3), G is transitive on Si and S2. By (2.7)(4) and (2.8)(l), G is 
transitive on S, and on B-isometric members of S, and S,. 
Suppose U is B-isometric to U,. If char(F) = 2 then U = (x0) + h where 
h is a B-hyperbolic line. By (2.14), G is transitive on B-hyperbolic lines, so 
U is conjugate to U,. So take char(F) # 2. Here the proof of step (j) of 
(7.5) shows U is G-conjugate to U,. 
Next lets see G is transitive on B-isometric members of Sg. So suppose 
U E S6. Let rn be a B-nondegenerate line in U and Z = mi3. Then by (7.4), Z 
is a nondegenerate hyperplane of P’. As m contains no singular points the 
prove of step (k) of (7.5) shows Z is not B-hyperbolic. Thus by (6.5) there 
is a quadratic extension k =k(Z) of F, a k-space structure on Z, and a 
unitary k-form y on U in which m is a y-nonsingular k-point. By (6.1) we 
may take Z = U4 + W for some subplane W of U,, and by (6.5), U, is a 
hyperbolic k-line of (Z, y) and W its orthogonal complement. 
Let (a) = Gal(k/F) and 
k,= {bek: ba=b-‘}. 
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e saw during the proof of (6.5)(6) that SQ(m, 
acting by translation on k. In particular k = End, 
Observe f is nontrivial on U and hence U $ Z. This holds by 
if char(F) # 2, while if char(F) = 2, then by hypothesis x0 E U a 
nondegenerate, so f(x,, x, y) # 0 for m = (x, y  ). 
rpJow let u’ be B-isometric to U. Then there is ml d u’ ~-isametric to m. 
Let Z’ = m’8 and Z’= U, + IV’. As m is isometric to m’, 
k=End so~m,B,(m) g End,,(,,,,,(m’) = k(Z’). 
hyperplanes of U,, there is 0 # w  E W n W 
~‘(w, w). Thus (Z, y) is isometric as a k-space 
Z is B-isometric to Z’. Then by (6.1)( 1 ), Z is 
lass Z = Z’. 
Next as m is isometric to m’, there is XE m, x’~m’ with B(x) = 
as N,(Z) induces SO( U, y) on Z and y(x, X) = (x) = :;(x’, x’), m = kx is 
N,(Z)-conjugate to kx’= m’. Thus U= m $ Z’ is conjugate to 
u’ = m’ t Z’. Thus we have shown 6 is transitive on B-isometric members 
of s,. oreover this completes the proof of the first two arts ol 
Theorem 2. 
Assume F is algebraically closed or finite. If char(F) = 2 then F is perfect, 
so S, is empty. Also any 3-dimensional space U containing V- with U/V” 
nondegenerate contains singular points, so S6 is empty. Further if 
gebraically closed then each nondegenerate 6-dimensional space is hy 
bolic, so S, is empty, while if F is finite then there is a unique isametry ty 
of nandegenerate, nonhyperbolic 6-dimensional spaces. Hence the proof 
Theorem 2 is complete. 
eorem 3 has already been established in various lemmas. Namely by 
5.9 the members of A1 and J%‘* are the maximal parabalics of 6. Parts (2) 
and (5) of Theorem 3 fallow from (6.5)(6). Lemma (2.11)(l) shows (3) 
holds. Lemma (6.4) handles (4). Lemma (7.2) handles (7). 
8. IMPRIMITIVE IRREDUCIBLE SuEmxouP OF G 
The notation and terminology of Sections 1, 2, and 4 are continued in 
Section 8. Theorem 4 is established in this section. 
Let ?X denote the set of all sets X of subspaces of V such that N,(s) is 
irreducible on V, V is the direct sum of the subspaces in x, and x is not 
( I’). Let M be a subgroup of G irreducible but im~rim~tive on V. Thus 
there exists a set YE X with M acting on Y. 
.I) (1) char(F)#2. 
(2) P is of order 7, M is transitive an y, and each member of P is a 
oint. 
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ProoJ: As M is irreducible on V and V is the direct sum of the sub- 
spaces in 7, M is transitive on Y. Thus 7 = dim( I’) = 171 dim(U) for UE Y. 
So as 7 is prime, (2) holds. If char(E) = 2 then (x0) is G-invariant. Hence 
as M is irreducible on V, (1) holds. 
(8.2) Assume E is a nontrivial normal subgroup of A4 fixing each 
member of r Then 
(1) Distinct members of i;; are B-orthogonal. 
(2) Eg E,, M is transitive on E#, and dim(C,(e)) = 3 for each 
eEE#. 
(3) For distinct (x), ( y) E Y, there exists a unique 
(z)=F(x,y)~Pwithf(x,y,z)#O. 
(4) E = C,(E), NJ E) = NJ F), and M/E < L,(2). 
Proof By (3.3), no member of E induces scalar action on I’. Hence P is 
the set of homogeneous components of E on I/. Then as V is of odd dimen- 
sion, (5.5) in [ 1 ] implies (1). 
Let (x) E Y. By (1 ), x is B-nonsingular, so the eigenvalue of each mem- 
berofEon(x)is+lor-l.ThusEgEE,,forsomem.Let(y)EY- 
{(x)1. Then there exist (z) E P with f(x, y, z) #O. Let eE E- C,(x). As 
f(x, y, z) = f(xe, ye, ze) =f( -x, ay, bz) with a, b E { + 1, - 1 }, exactly one 
of a and b is - 1. It follows that E(x, y)= C,( (x, y)) centalizes z and 
E/E(x, y) g E,. By (1.12), dim(C,(g)) = 3 for all gg E”. In particular each 
g E E(x, y) inverts each number of F not in (x, y, z). Thus IE(x, y)l = 2, 
so EgEE,. 
As P is the set of homogeneous components of E, N,(E) <NJ Y) and 
C,(E) is in the pointwise stabilizer in G of E But that stabilizer is E, so 
E = C,(E). As M is transitive on F, A4 contains an element of order 7. 
Then as C,(E) = E, M/E 6 L,(2) and M is transitive on E#. 
Finally if f(x, y, U) # 0 for some (u) E Y, then we have seen that E(x, y) 
centralizes u and hence (u) = (z). So (3) is established. 
(8.3) Assume NJ Y) is faithful on r. Then 
(1) Distinct members of Y are B-orthogonal. 
(2) NJ P) = M and ME L,(2). 
(3) Let Y be the set of lines in the projective plane with point set F 
preserved by M. Then (rz ) d rce for each rc E %Y while f(x, y, z) # 0 for each 
(Z)E Y-n. 
ProoJ: As M is faithful on P either 
(a) There is M,sM with M,sZZ, or A,, or 
(b) MZ L,(2). 
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Now if M, r A, then the stabilizer M, in &I, of (x) E y is A,. As A, is 
perfect it centralizes X. But then Y= xM, is of order 7, so 
u=CyEy yEC,(M,). Similarly if M,zZ, then C,( 
impossible as A4 is irreducible on V. 
So M%&(2). Moreover we see that the stabilizer M, of (x) does not 
centralize x. Note that if x is smgular then by (2.158, 
PJ,((x)/R(N,( (x))) z G&(F), and hence contains no subgroup 
isomorphic to A,. As M, contains such a subgroup, x is nonsingular. Thus 
T= #(M,) 2 A, centralizes x and each involution s in M, - ;6 inverts X. 
Moreover ( P- ((x) } ) = [ V, r] = xl. Therefore (1) holds. 
Further the discussion above applies to NJ F) in the role of iW. Thus 
3(2), so (2) is established. 
z L,(2) preserves a projective plane structur F; let CiY be the 
t structure and I-C={(X), (y), (w))E%‘. erve A = N,(E) 
is irreducible on (rc) and 7~’ = U = C,(A) @ [U, A] with A irreducible on 
[U, A ] and C,(A) a point. 
There is an involution t E O,(T) acting as (y, W) on 7t. Thus as ,f is alter- 
nating, f(x, y, W) = 0. So rc c ~0. (x, y)B is the hyperplane of V s,- 
orthogonal to (x, y), so as (V/(x),.f,) is ~o~degene~ate~ 
(x, y)6 f (x, w)e. Thus codim(n0) > 2. But by (1.4) codim(n8) 6 3, so as 
A acts on rc19, codim(n8) = 3 and 7~0 = 7[: + C,,(A ). 
Next O,(A) fixes each member of n and is transitive on Y- {rc). 
S(x, y, z) # 0 for some (z) E P as (x) is B-nonsingular. Thus as ~6 ~8, 
(u) $x, and then as O,(A) is transitive on P- (rc>, (3) holds. 
) Let Y={y:(y)~~aandB(y)=i).TheneachmemberofB 
contains exactly two members of Y. 
Prmf. Let ( y ) E Y and Z = yM. Then B(z) = B(y) for each z E Z. In 
particular if (y) = (z) then z= y or -y. On the other hand from (8.2) 
and the proof of (8.3) we see --ygZ. So each member of Y contains 
exactly two members of Z. 
Let A be a basis for V with A c Z. Then nflEA &a) EF is the spinnor 
norm fi of the map -1~ 0( V, B). On the other hand as B(a) = B(y) for alI 
OEA, ~=~(JJ)~=&Y). Further 
D = {xo, xi+x:, xi-xx:: 1 <.i<3j 
is also a basis for V of pairwise orthogonal vectors, so 
w= j-J B(d)=T 
dEE 
Thus B(y) is a square, so we can choose B(y) = 1. In that event Z = Y, and 
the lemma is established. 
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Let X1 denote those XE X such that N&X) is not faithful on R and 
X,=X-X,. 
(8.5) (1) !E is nonempty if and only if - 1 is the sum of four 
squares in F. In that event Xi and Tz are each nonempty. 
(2) G is transitive on X1 and X,. 
(3) If RE?& then N,(X) z &(2)/E,. 
(4) If M= NJ y) for some FE !& then N,(M)g PGL,(7). 
Representatives for Xi and $Zz are listed below. The proof of (8.5) 
involves a series of reductions. Before beginning it is worth observing: 
(8.6) If char(F) # 0 then - 1 is the sum of 4 squares in F. 
Indeed - 1 is the sum of 2 squares in the prime field GF(p). 
Now to the proof. Suppose first that - 1 is the sum of 4 squares in F. 
I exhibit members of Ei and Z&. There are two cases: the case where w  E F 
with w2 = -1, and the case where - 1 is not a square in F but there are 
a, b, c, d in F with 
- 1 = a2 + b2 + c* + d2. 
Of course the first case can be subsumed in the second, but I think it is 
instructive to consider the first case seperately since its proof is easier and 
the set P easier to visualize. 
In the first case to produce a member of %“r, let 
y,=ox,, yi=xi+x:, y;=o(xi-x:), l<i<3, 
Y,={y,,yi,y~:16i63), 
and let Y1 be the set of points generated by Y,. Then Y, E !Ei. To show this 
we’ll exhibit an irreducible subgroup of G acting on P,. I’ll describe 
generators of this group as permutations of Y, u (- Y,): 
g= (Yl, Y2, Y,)(Y;, v;, Y;), 
so= (Yl, Yi --Y,> -Y;)(Y,, y;, -Y2, -Y;), 
$3 = (Yo, Vi> --Yo> -YXYL -y;, -A, Y;). 
To see that g and so are in G, observe g is the member of L with cycle 
(xi, x2, x3) and so is the member of L fixing xX and acting via w  on 
(x,, x2). To see sj is in G, check that it preserves f on the basis Y, of I’. 
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Similarly define u1 = y;, u; = yI, ui= y;, and ~4: = -y:, i= I, 2. Then 
define 
uq=(y()+u;+u;+u;)/2, 
us = (yo + u; - 24; - u;y2, 
U~=(yO-Ll;+U;-uU;)j2, 
u7 = (y, - u; - u; + f-(3)/2, 
Y,= {q: ldi<7), 
and let P, be the set of points generated by I’,. Then r, E ?&. Again 1 
exhibit permutations of Yz u (- Y,) in C, 
g, = t”, 5 ‘2, %)(%> u6, +) 
fl = (u,, -u2)(+, -“3)(u4, u,)(“6> u7)~ 
34 = (Ul> -u,)(u,, -%N%, -&A+, 11,). 
The map g, is the element of L with cycle (ox,) x2, x3) while t, is t 
element of L fixing x1 and inverting x2 and x3. 
Next the case where - 1 is not a square in F. Here let ,X = y,, y = y, ) 
y’ = y2, and zl= xi - XI. Further define 
i- --ux,+bz; +cz;+dz;, 
u=bx,-az;+dz:-Cz~) 
u’=cx,-dz;-az;+hz$, 
z’ = dx, + cz; - bz; - az;, 
x, = {x, y, y’, z, Ll, u’, z’ ) 
and let 2, be the set of points generated by X, . Then 8, E SI. This time the 
permutations are 
g1 = (Y, z, U)(Y’, 2’9 -a’), 
s;,= (x, y, -x, -y)(u, -z’, --?A, 2). 
Finally let 
vq = (u’ + u - 2’ + y’)/2, 
v5 = (u’ + 24 + 2’ - y/)/2, 
vg = (u’ - u - z’ - y/)/2, 
II7 = (u’ - u + 2’ + y’)/2, 
x2 = 1x2 Y> z, 04, v5> v6, v,;, 
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and let ZZ be the set of points generated by X,. Then X2 E 95,. The per- 
mutations here are 
g, = k Y, z)(“5> u6, u,)> 
t6 = b, -x)(u,, -U,)(Y, %k u5). 
This establishes the existence statement of (1). Next the proof of (2). Let 
D be the group E of (8.2) extended by a subgroup of order 7, and let A be 
the set of hyperplanes of E. Then the FD-module V is determined up to 
quasiequivalence by the condition that V is the sum of the points 
(x(A)) = C,(A), A EA. Further as D is transitive on E# and A, the 
form f is determined up to a scalar multiple by the condition 
.0x(A), x(R), x(S)) f 0 1 and only if A, R, and S are distinct and ‘f 
A n R n S # 1. Thus by ( 1.1 1 ), G is transitive on its subgroups isomorphic 
to D, and hence transitive on X, by (8.2). (We use (10.13) and (11.3) a little 
early to get all the hypotheses of (l.ll).) 
Now let Mr L,(2) be the stabilizer of FE X2 and W the permutation 
module for M with basis Q = (wr,..., w,}, where M acts as L,(7) on 0. M 
has two orbits Q, and QL, on Q3 consisting of 3-tuples with distinct entries. 
Let h be the alternating form on W with monomials xyz and -uvw, 
(x, y, z) E Q, and (u, v, w) E Q2. Then U= [M, W] is an irreducible FM- 
module and h a nontrivial trilinear form on U. If S, z A d M then A fixes a 
point U, of U with elements in A - 02(A) inverting U,,. Thus U= oy is the 
module induced by the representation 0 of A on U,. From the proof of 
(8.3), V is quasiequivalent to U as an FM-module. Further 02(A) has two 
equivalent irreducibles on U, = ( Uo)’ so the space of 02(A)-invariant 
bilinear forms on U, is of dimension 2. But the subspace of alternating 
forms is of l-dimension. Hence by (l.lO), up to similarity h is the unique 
alternating trilinear form on U preserved by M. That is (U, h) is 
isomorphic to (V, f) as an M-space. Thus G is transitive on its subgroups 
F-isomorphic to M. 
Further if N= PGL,(7), D is a Bore1 group of N, and a is the l-dimen- 
sional FD-module in which each member of D - 02(D) acts as -I, then U 
is the restriction to M of a; and N preserves the form h. So PGL,(7) z N = 
N,(M). Moreover each of the S,-subgroups of M fixes a unique point of V, 
so M stabilizes exactly two members of Z,, and N interchanges these two 
members. Thus the transitivity of G on its subgroups F-isomorphic to M 
gives the transitivity of G on X2. 
It remains to show the necessity of the condition in (1) for X to be non- 
empty. So assume YE X. Let (x) E F. As G is transitive on 4, we may 
take x=x3 + xi. Next NJ(x)) is transitive on 4 n xl, so we may take 
(y)eY, where y=x,+x;. Then 
(x, y)ln(x, y>fl=(x,,x,-x;,x,-x;,x,-x;>=u. 
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But we have seen that U contains a member (U ) of 7. Then 
1 = B(u)= B 
( 
a,+ 2 a,(x,-xi) 
i=l 
and therefore - 1 is the sum of 4 squares in F. 
9. IRREDUCIBLE PRIMITIVE SUBGROUPS 
The hypothesis, notation, and terminology of Sections 1, 2, and 4 are 
continued in this section. In addition let P= V if char(F) Z 0 and 
17= V/(x,) if char(F) = 2. If k is an extension of F write a/k for k Ofi- ‘F/and 
regard V as an F-subspace of Vk via identifying v E V with 1 @v E Vk. Let 
fk be the unique alternating trilinear form on Vk which restricts to J’ on V. 
e regard G as a subgroup of GL(Vk) in the usual manner; observe 
d Q( vk, f”). 
Z( V, f) be the set of subgroups of G which are indecomposible 
irreducible on P, and primitive on V if char(F) # 2. 
(9.1) For each g E G, C,(g) # 0. 
Proof? If char(F) = 2 then G centralizes x0, so we may take char(F) # 2, 
Let k be the algebraic closure o f F. As dimF(C,(g))=dimk(CVk(g)), 
replacing (V, f) by (V”, ,fk), we may assume F= k. Then g= YS with r 
unipotent, s semisimple, and [v, s] = 1. If C,(s) = U#O then 0 z C,(r) = 
CV( g), so we may assume g is semisimple. At this point we can observe that 
g is contained in a maximal torus T of G and K contains a conjugate of T, 
so as K centralizes x0, we are done. Or the following elementary argument 
oes the job: Let Y be a basis of eigenvectors for g and for y E Y let a(y) 
be the eigenvalue of g on ( y). If y is not B-singular then a(y) = -+-I or 
- 1, and we may assume the later. By (3.3), g does not invert V, so there 
exist B-singular x E Y. As (x) is conjugate to (x: ) in 6: we may take 
X’XI. Next there exists z E (Yn xA’) - xA, and from (4.4) 
transitive on such points, so we may take z = x0. NOW as g fixes (x0) and 
(x,), gEK by (2.11). But Kcentralizesx,. 
and l#AaM, then ther AEZ or char(F) f2, 
3(2), A E L,(2), and A is irreducible ut im~rimi~ive on I/. 
Theorem and the primitive action of M on V when 
r(F) # 2 and V is a homogeneous FA-module OK 
char(F) = 2 and i;i is the direct sum of quasiequivalent simple FA-module 
IIf A is irreducible on P, we may assume either char(F) = 2 an 
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I/ = (x,, ) 0 [ V, A] or char(F) # 2 and A is imprimitive on V. In the tirst 
case M acts on [V, A], contradicting M indecomposible on V. In the 
second case Section 8 says Mr PGL,(7) and A E L,(2). 
So assume A is not irreducible on Vi, and let m be the dimension of a 
simple A-submodule of V. Then m divides dim(P) = r. But if char(F) # 2, 
r = 7 is a prime, so m = 1, contradicting M imprimitive on P’. 
Therefore char(F) =2. Then r = 6, so m = 1,2, or 3. If m = 1 then 
V= [V, A] 0 (x0) splits over (x0) as an FM-module as above. So either 
m = 3 and i;i= U@ m with 57 and W B-isotropic irreducible A-submodules 
of dimension 3, or m = 2 and P is the direct sum of 3 B-nondegenerate 
irreducible A-submodules Wi of dimension 2. (Compare (5.3) and (5.5) in 
[l].) In the latter case as V does not split over (x0) as an A-module, 
W, does not split over (x0) by (7.4)( 1). So in any event by 7.5, there is 
an A-decomposition V= Z,@Z, with dim(Zj) = i and x,EZ,. This 
decomposition is incompatible with either of the A-module structures 
above. 
(9.3) Let ME E. Then 
(1) P is an absolutely irreducible FM-module. 
(2) If k is an extension of F then either ME z( Vk, fk) or char(F) # 2, 
Mg L,(2), and M is irreducible but not primitive on Vk. 
ProoJ: If char(F) = 2 and Vk splits over kx, as a kM-module, then as V 
is an FM-submodule of Vk, [ V, M] n FxO < [ Vk, M] n kx, = 0, so V splits 
over Fx, as an FM-submodule, a contradiction. Thus (2) holds if M is 
irreducible on Vk/kx,. Of course if A4 is absolutely irreducible on V then A4 
is irreducible on Vk or Vk/kx, for char(F) = 2 or char(F) # 2, respectively. 
Thus (1) implies (2). 
So assume D = End,,( V) # F. Then m = dim,(D) divides r = dimA 7). 
However if char(F) # 2 then r = 7 is prime, so D = F(d) is a field and V is 
l-dimensional over F. Thus M is abelian. However, for g E M#, C,(g) # 0 
by (9.1), contradicting A4 abelian and irreducible on V. 
So char(F) = 2. Then m divides 6, so there is a field extension k of F of 
degree d = 2 or 3 contained in D. Let U = Vk and U= U/kx,. Suppose first 
d= 2. Then D has a kM-submodule W of k-dimension 3 and M is 
irreducible on P and U/W. Hence by (7.5) and as U does not split over 
kx,, there is an M-invariant decomposition U = Z, @ Z, with dim,(Z,) =,i 
and x,, E Z,. This is impossible as the degrees of the composition factors of 
A4 are 1, 3, 3. 
Hence d= 3. Thus as char(F) = 2, k is a Galois extension of F, so 0 is 
the direct sum of the 3 Galois conjugates pi of i;; regarded as a kM- 
module. (Compare 25.10 in [3].) Now argue as in the proof of (9.2) to 
obtain a contradiction. 
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then C,(M) = 1. 
Proql: This follows from (9.3)( 1). 
(9.5) If ME 3 then M has no nontrivial solvable normal subgroup. 
Proof. If so then by (9.2) we may take M abelian. 
(9.4). 
(9.6) If A4 E ..Z possesses a nontrivial finite normal subgroup then 
M is finite and F*(M) is a nonabelian simple group absolutely irre 
on B and indecomposible on V. 
Bvoof We can assume A is a finite minimal 
(9.2) and (9.3), A is absolutely irreducible on iv 
and by (9.4), C,(A)= 1. Thus M<Aut(A), so s finite. Also A EE 0: 
A z L3(2). In the former case if A is not simple there is 
C,(D) # 1, contradicting (9.2) and (9.4). 
.7) If F is algebraically closed and ME E is a closed nonfinite 
subgroup of G, then the connected component n$ of M is simple. 
Prooj The proof is essentially the same as that of (9.6). 
10. ALTERNATING TRILINEAR FIRMS IN 7 DIMENSIONS 
In this section, V is a 7-dimensional vector space over a field F and S is 
an alternating trilinear form on V. Continue the notation and terrn~~oI~g~ 
of Section 1. Let Vk denote the set of v E Y# with im(vd) = k. Let 
Y = V3 u VT. Theorem 5 is established in this section. 
If F is of cohomological dimension at mos 1, all 7-aimensional alter- 
nating trilinear forms over F are determined y Cohen and Helminck in 
[S]. In this section weaker results are derived over arbitrary fields. The 
methods are rather different from those of [5]> but the results of [IS] were 
invaluable in guessing the right things to prove. 
Following ES], define f5 and f7 to be the alternating trilinear forms on V 
whose onomials with respect to a basis X= (x,, xi, x: : I d i d 3) are as 
fQllows: 
f5=x1x?,x~+x;x;x;+x~x1?c;, 
f7 =x1x1x3 + x;x;x; + x,xlx; -I- x0x*x;. 
(10.1) If VA=0 then V”=~uVxuYS,. 
Brooj V, = VA+. Further V/r;A is a symplectic space for f,, and hence 
of even dimension. 
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(10.2) Assume VA = 0 and V possesses a subspace UQ 8 W with U 
and Wf-nontrivial subplanes. Then one of the following holds: 
(1) ( V, f) is similar to the 7-dimensional Dickson alternating form. 
(2) (V, f) is isometric to (V, f5). 
(3) (V, f) is isometric to (V, f7). 
ProoJ: This is essentially Lemma 4.7 of [S]; We include a proof for 
completeness. We can choose X so that U = (x,, x2, x,), W= 
(xi, 4, xi>, and f(x,, x2, xd=f( x;, x;, xj)= 1. As u+ w= uoew, 
x1x2x3 and x;x;x; are the monomials for the restriction off to U + W. By 
1.5, (x0) = UB n We is a point. Then U and W are f,,-singular so for 
suitable choice of X, 
where (a, B, Y) = (LO, Oh (1, LO), or (1. 1, y) with y #O. Notice that as 
VA = 0, not all of c(, p, y are 0. Further in the first two cases f is f5 or f7, so 
we may assume the third holds. 
Heredefineyi=xi,O~i62,y~=yx~,j=1,2,y,=yx,,andy~=y~‘x~. 
Let Y = (y,, yi, yl: 1 d id 3). Then the map yi H xi, y( H xi induces an 
isometry of (V, f) with (V, yh), where h is the 7-dimensional alternating 
Dickson form. 
(10.3) If f=f5 then (Vs) = (x,, xi, x,!: i=2, 3) is f-trivial. 
(10.4) If f = j”, then ( Vs;> = (x,, xj, xi) is f-trivial. 
(10.5) If z,rEY with zAnrA=O then rA+zA=A@BE for 
suitable f-nontrivial subplanes A and E of V. 
ProoJ: As rA n zA = 0 but r, z E Y, we conclude r, z E Y3. Let rA = 
(r, x, y ), zA = (z, t, s), and W= rA + zA. Then W/rA is the subspace of 
V/rA f,-orthogonal to z, so in particular f(r, s, t) #O. Similarly 
f(x, y, z) # 0. Let U= <x, y, z>, E= ( r, s, t), and pick s and t so that 
(s, t) = (x, y )e n zA. Then Ed UB. Multiplying the elements of the basis 
Y= {r, s, 4 x, y, z} 
of W by suitable scalars, we can ensure fl w  has monomials 
fl w = xyz + rst + axst + /$st: 
where CI,~E{O, l}. If cc=1 let x’=x-r and Y’=(Y-{x})u{x’}. Then 
with respect to the basis Y’, 
fl w = x’yz + rst + &st, 
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as Ed (x’, y, z)@, r E (x’, y)d, and f(x', s, t) = 0. Thus we may assu 
ce = 0. Similarly we may take /I = 0. Thus W = U@ QE. 
) Assume VA = 0. Then one of the following holds 
(1) (9’” ) is a proper S-trivial subspace of V and (V ) # = y. 
(2) ,f is equivalent to fs or f7. 
(3) f  is similar to the 7-dimensional Dickson alternating form. 
PrnoJ: y (10.2) we can assume Y contains no hyperplane of the form 
U@ 0 W, with U and W f-nontrivial planes. Hence by (10.5) we can ass 
that for all x, y E V we have xd n yA # 0. In particular if u E (x, y ) 
0 # xA n yA < uA, so either u E -Y- or (u) = xA n yA. In the latter case 
x $ yA so (x, y, u) is a 3-dimensional subspace of uol, and again u E V. So 
(;/J‘ ) # = V. Hence we may assume (V) is not fitrivial: so there exist 
x, y, z E V with f(x, y, z) # 0. 
Let O#u,,EpAnqA for p,qE(x,y,z}, let U=(x,y,z), and let 
E= (u,,., u,,, IC?,). Then W= E+ U= E@BU. Suppose (u,) = (u,, 
and let. Y = u,,.. Then (x, y, z, r) d rA, so rE Y5. Then as VA =O a9p 
(U,r)=U@O(r), there exists s,t~U0 with f(r,s, t)fO. Then with 
respect to the basis Y = {r, s, t, x, y, z> of w’ = ( Y), we have 
fl w’ = xyz + rst + crxst + jyst + yzst. 
If a # 0, we replace x by x-r and argue as in t 
to the case 01= 0. Similarly we may take p 
w’ = U@ 19( r, s, t ), contrary to an earlier reduction. 
So (~a,,.) # (u,.,). Similarly if U”;E (zfr,, u,,), then (x, y, z, u,~) d 
u,.;A, and. we argue on r = u,, as in the last paragraph to a contradiction. 
Therefore dim(E) = 3. But now the existence of the hyperplane =U@BE 
supplies a contradiction. 
Recall Hypothesis T from the introduction. 
.7) Assume hypothesis T. Asuume further that there exists 
x E V# with xA # (x). Then (V, f) IS similar to the 7-dimensional Dickson 
form. 
ProoJ: This is immediate from (l&6), (10.3), and (16.4). 
) Assume V is empty. Then 
(1) There exists Ud V with dim(U) = 4 and U S-trivial. 
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(2) Let(y,:l<i<4)beabasisforUandWacomplementtoUin 
V. Let /1= A*(U) and define bEL*(A) by 
where A is the alternating group on { 1,2, 3,4}. Let Q be the quadratic 
form on n associated to b with Q(a,) = 0 for all i, j when char(F) = 2 and 
c(;,( y,, y,) = 0 for (r, s) # (i, j) or (j, i). Then the map 4: w  H (f,)l U is an 
injective F-linear map of W into /i and (Wq4, Q) is a definite subspace of 
(4 e,. 
(3) F is not finite or algebraically closed. 
(4) If k is a quadratic extension of F in which ( Wtjk, Qk) is not 
definite, then there is x E Vk such that xA # (x) with respect to f k. 
Proof First if Z is a five dimensional subspace of V and R = ZAz # 0, 
then rA # (Y) for each rE R#. This is because if V= (Z, x, v), then the 
subspaces Z, and Z, of Z f,.-orthogonal to x and y are hyperplanes of Z, 
so Z, n ZY is of dimension at least 3 and in rd. Hence as Y is empty, no 
such Z exists. Then by (1.8), if Z is a 5-dimensional subspace of V, there 
exists an f-trivial hyperplane U of Z. In particular (1) is established. 
Next it is immediate that 4 is an F-linear map from W into A. As 
(w, WA <h’,“) = 0 for each w  E W#, 4 is injective and wd is nondegenerate. 
But a g/i is nondegenerate precisely when Q(a) # 0. Thus (W#, Q) is a 
definite subspace of (A, Q). So (2) is established. 
If F is algebraically closed or finite there exist no 3-dimensional definite 
orthogonal spaces over F. Therefore (2) implies (3). Similarly if k is a 
quadratic extension of F in which ( Wqhk, Qk) is not definite then there is 
w  E Wk such that (w, Uk > A <“‘,@) # 0, so (4) is established. 
Before proceeding to the next lemma is is worth observing that there 
exist fields F and 7-dimensional spaces (V, f) such that 0( V, f) is 
irreducible on V but V(V) is empty. Namely let F be a subfield of the reals 
and (V, f) the space constructed in Section 8 which is preserved by 
M= L,(2). V= [ W, M] where W is the g-dimensional permutation 
module for M. If W is defined with respect to the basis X then M preserves 
the positive definite bilinear form b on W with orthognormal basis X. If 
(V, f) were the Dickson form, then M would also preserve the nondefinite 
form B. This is impossible as M is absolutely irreducible on V. So f is not 
the Dickson form and hence by (10.7), V(V) is empty. 
(10.9) Assume hypothesis T with F finite or algebraically closed. 
Then f is similar to the 7-dimensional Dickson form. 
ProoJ This follows from (10.7) and (10.8)(3). 
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(~~~~~) Assume hypothesis T. Then 
(1) P is an absolutely irreducible FM-module. 
(2) If k is an extension of F then G, (I@, f”) satisfies hypothesis T. 
(3) If Y( V, f) is empty then there exists a quadratic extension k of F 
such that f” is similar to the 7-dimensional Dickson form. 
(4) If k is the algebraic closure of F then f” is equivalent to the 
7-dimensional Dickson form. 
Proof. By Section 9 we may assume f is not the Dickson form, and 
hence by (10.7) that V is empty. Let ic be a quadratic extension as in 
(10.8)(4). Claim f” is similar to the Dickson form. If so the proof of (9.3) 
shows ( Vk, f") satisfies hypothesis T with respect to M, and P is an 
absolutely irreducible FM-module. Then from (9.3), ha, ( VE, j”“) satisfies 
hypothesis 1” for each extension E of k. Then if K is an extension of F and 
E= (K, dc), then as M, (V”, f”) satisfies hypothesis T, so does MY 
(V”,f”). Now (3) and (4) follow from (2), (10.7), and (10.9). 
So it remains to show f” is similar to the Dickson form. Assume not. Let 
U = Vk and D = U or U/kx, in the appropriate case. If is irreducible on 
C and x0 is M-invariant, then as in the proof of (9.3), U is an indecom- 
posible icM-module. Hence by (10.8)(4) and (10.7), M is not irreducible 
on v. 
If M is irreducible on I/ then dim( p) = 7 is prime to 2, so u = U = Vk is 
an irreducible kM-module. Thus char(F) = 2, x0 is M-; 
is a 3-dimensional kA4-submodule E’ of D with M irr 
y (10.6), f k is fs or f, or Z = (V(U) ) is a proper nonzero sub- 
space of U with Z# = Y(U). In the first two cases let Z = ( -Y5). Again 
Z# c V(U). 
Now if u E V” then f, is nondegenerate on V/(V), so (f”), is non- 
enerate on Ujkv and hence v # V(U). In particular x0 $ Z, so 
= Z @ kx, and dim(Z) = 3. In particular by ( 10.3 ), fk is not f5. 
Indeed if u E V5( U) then each member of 144 is in V(U), so Vnud =O. 
ut ud is a lo-dimensional F-subspace of U a V is a 7-dime~sio~aI sub- 
space, so as dim,(U) = 14, UA n V # 0, a contradiction. Thus q>(U) is 
empty, so j” is not f7 and Z # = Y”(U) = VX( U). This implies Z = zd for 
each ZEZ#. 
Now for zeZ# there is x, y E U-Z with Sk(.q y, z) i 0. Let U, = 
(x, y, z) and U,= U,8. Let (r, s) be an (fk),-singular complement to 
Zn U2 in U,, and pick y so that (x, y) = U, n (r, s>@ Then U,= 
(x, y, r, s) is fk-trivial. Now apply the construction of (10.8)(2) to the 
decomposition U= U4 @ Z. The proof of (10.8)(4) shows there is an exten- 
sion K of k of degree 1 or 2 such that (U,)” contains a vector w  with 
WA z (w}. Moreover as 2 and 3 are relatively prime, ZK/Kx, and UKfZ” 
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remain irreducible KM-modules, so U” = ( ZK, w  xc) = (TqU”), X(j)~ 
As V is an indecomposible FM-submodule of V, a gument above shows 
UK does not split over Kx, as a KM-module, 0 UK= (TqcJK)). 
(l&6), d K is similar to the Dickson form. ut now an argume 
proof of (9.3) contradicts the structure of UK as a ~~-mod~Ie. 
(10.11) Assume hypothesis T with V empty and let k be the 
algebraic closure of F. Then 
(I) There exists a quadratic form Q on Y such that k is a scaiar 
multiple of the quadratic form on Vk preserve 
(2) (V, Q) is a definite orthogonal space. 
(3) If char(F) = 2 then F is not perfect. 
(4) If char(F) # 2 then every member of G is semisimple. 
(5) Let b be the bilinear form associated to Q and JCY the set of all f- 
nontrivial subplanes Z, of V such that (x0) is the b-radical of Z, if 
char(F) = 2 and Z, = lo1 + I for some line I in Z, if char(F) # 2. Then for 
each Z, E b, Z, = Z;0 is f-trivial and Z, is the subs ace of V b-orthogonal 
to z,. 
Proof. Let U = Vk and O= U or UJkx, in the appropriate case. 
(lO.lO), f k is similar to the Dickson form on U, so G O( U, f”) JL preser- 
ves a quadratic form P with associated bilinear form . As V contains a 
basis for U the restrictions of P and B to V are nontrivial. Hence t 
exists E E Hom.(k, F) such that Pa = Q is a 
with associated bilinear form b = Ba and 
preserves bk and B, so as 0 is an abs 
multiple of B. Indeed if char(F) = 2, 
[ 11. Thus ( 1) is established. 
We saw during the proof of (10.10) that for XE V#, x$ V(U). 
P(x) # 0, so as P is similar to Qk, Q(x) # 0. This proves 
Note (2) implies (3). Further if char(F) # 2, then as is d~~~~~e and 
M< O(V, Q), M contains no unipotent elements, so (4) holds 
Let Z, E 3, let R = (Z,)“, Z, = Z, 8, and S = (Z,)“. If char(F) f 2 then 
by definition of 2, Z3 = 10 (z) for some line I in Z, and (z) = NL. Then 
S= and if S is B-orthogonal to 
b-or gonal to Z,. So it remains to s 
As k is algebraically closed and R is B- 
kx, is the B-radical of R, it follows that 
bolic line and (x ) is b-orthogonal to h. 
while if char(F) # 2 we may take h = Ek and XT = z. w h is conjugate to 
xi) in 6, so we may take h = h,. Thus if char(F) = 2 then 
u 3, while if char(F)#2 then kz=h@l= (x,), so again 
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R = U,. Thus we may assume R = U3, so S = i7, is f k-trivial and R = S-, 
as desired. 
S2) Assume hypothesis T with Y empty and let 
and bilinear forms on V preserved by M which 
( 10.12). Let G = 0( V, Q, f). Then 
(1) Up to a scalar multiple, Q is the unique quadratic form on V 
preserved by M. 
(2) Define B as n (10.11)(5). Then Aut,(Z)=S 
ZET”. 
(3) If char(F) # 2 then for each ZE 3, there is a unique involution 1 
in V with C,,(t) = Z. Further [V, t] = Zi = Z8. 
(4) G is transitive on Q-isometric points of V not in the h-radical 
of v. 
ProoJ As V is an absolutely irreducible FM-module, (I ) follows. 
(10.11)(4) and (1.9), if ZES? then Aut,(Z) =SO(U, P), where P is the 
quadratic form of (10.8)(2). But then Z is an absolute 
6; Aut,(Z)-module, so P is a multiple of (2. Thus (2) h 
(1.9)(3) implies (3). 
Let x,yeV# with Q(x) = Q(v). As xd = (x), there exists ZE V with 
f(x, y, z) # 0. Let Z = (x, y, z). If char(F) = 2 and 1’ is not h-orthogonal 
to x we can even choose z = x0, while if char(P) # 2 we can choose Z E 3%“. 
Then ZE 2, subject to h(x, v) # 0 in characteristic 2. Hence by (2), x is 
conjugate to y in N,(Z). Thus we may assume char(F) = 2 and b(x, y) = 0. 
Indeed if y E (x0, x ) we can embed x, y in Z E SY and get x fused to JJ in 
N,(Z), so without loss J’ $ (x, x,,). Then there is v E V with 
h(x,u)#Q#b(y,u). Now Z=(x,x,, v) E 3, so by (2) we may choose L) 
to be a conjugate of x under N&Z). Then G is fused to y in the normalizer 
in G of ( y, z’: x,), and hence x is fused to y in G. So (4) is established. 
.13) Assume hypothesis T. Then u to a scalar multiple S is the 
unique nontrivial alternating trilinear form on V preserved by M. 
Proqf: Suppose g is a second such form. Assume that the lemma is true 
for algebraically closed fields and let k be the algebraic closure of F. Then 
M preserves f” and gk on Vk, and by ( 10. LO), A4 satisfies T on Vk. Thus by 
hypothesis there is a E k with agk = f  ‘. Let x, JJ, e E V with f(x, ~1, z) # 
Then a&, Y, z) = agk(x, Y, z) = f&(x, Y, z) =fbx, Y, 23, so as fk y4 ~1, 
g(x, y, z) E F, also a E F. Thus f  = ag. 
So we may assume F is algebraically closed. By (18.9) both f and g are 
equivalent to the Dickson form. By (lO.lO), B is an absolutely irreducible 
481.109.1-16 
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FM-module so the quadratic form associated to g is a scalar multiple of 
the form B associated to J: Let XE V- T/l with B(x) #O. If f, = ag, for 
some UE F, then by (l.lO), f= ag. So we may assume the subspace A of 
A*( V/(x)) generated by f, and g, is of dimension 2. Next if a, b E F are 
not both 0, then uf+ bg is equivalent to the Dickson form by (10.9), so 
af, + bg, = (uf + bg), is nondegenerate. However, by (3.3) in [Z], there is a 
3-form (T,Q,h) on A*(V/(x)) such that for cr~A*(V/(x)), T(cc)#O 
precisely when a is nondegenerate. Therefore T(a) # 0 for all a E A #, But 
for (a, /I> =A, 
T(ta + p) = t3T(ct) + t*Q(P, c() + tQ(a, p) + T(p) = P(t). 
Thus as F is algebraically closed there is a root a of P(t) in F, so 
T( ua + p) = 0, a contradiction. 
Il. IRREDUCIBLE SUBGROUPS WRITTEN OVER PROPER SUBFIELDS 
In this section the notation and terminology of Sections 1,2,4, and 9 are 
continued. Theorem 7 is proved in this section. 
Let MEE We’ll say A4 is written over k for some subfield k of F if the 
representation of M on V can be written over F. That is there exists a basis 
for V such that all entries in the matrices of members of M with respect to 
the basis are in k. Let Ek denote the set of all ME E which can be written 
over k. Further write ?& for the set of all k-subspaces U of V such that 
V= FOk U, Vi is the F-span of U’, and NJU) is irreducible on 
i?= U/U’ and indecomposible on U. Define U and W in @k to be 
equivalent if W= uU for some a E F#, and let & be the set of equivalence 
classes in ak. The members of &k will be called k-structures on V. 
(11.1) (1) If MEEk then the minimal nontrivial kM-submodules 
of V form a k-structure %JM). Moreover for each UE %,JM), the pair 
U, M satisfies hypothesis T with respect to the form f?z 1 U, for some 
a E Hom,(F, k). 
(2) If UE?& then NG(U)~Ek. 
Proof Let A4 E Zk. Then certainly there exists a kM-submodule U of V 
with V= FOk U. As M is irreducible on V and indecomposible on V, the 
same holds for U. Indeed by (9.3), V is an absolutely irreducible FM- 
module, so F is transitive on the set ek(M) of minimal nontrivial kM-sub- 
modules of V. Let UE 9&(M). As U contains a basis for f, there is 
tl E Hom,(F, k) with fa # 0, and evidently U, M satisfies hypothesis T with 
respect to this form. 
Conversely if UE ek, then the same argument produces a E Hom,(F, k) 
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with f~ nontrivial on U. By definition of 4&, U, N’JU) satisfies 
hypothesis T, so by (10.10) NJ U) E E. 
(11.2) Let UE@~. Then 
(1) If M, ,f? E Hom,(F, k) with f? and f$’ nontrivial on U then fp = aJ?z 
for some a~ k#. Denote fX U by fu, so that fU is we1 
scalar multiple. Similarly there is a quadratic form B, = 
mined up to a scalar. 
(2) NcdU)=O(U,fu, B,). 
(3) (fU)F‘ and (QU)” are multiples off and 
ProoJ Let M= NJ U) and a, y E Hom,(F, k) with g =fol j U and 
Q = By 1 U nontrivial. By (11.1) ME E,, so V is an absolutely irr~d~~ibIe 
&V-module and U is an absolutely irreducible kM-module. Hence, to a 
scalar, B is the unique quadratic form on V and B, tbe unique q ratia 
form on U preserved by M. Thus QF is a multiple of B, and up to a scalar 
factor is independant of y. Similarly by (10.13) gF is a multiple off a 
is independant of CA Finally N = 0( U, g, Q) preserves gF and QF and 
also their multiples f and B. Therefore N = 
1.3) A(V, f)=GZ(GL(V)). 
ProoJ Let a E F#. Then the scalar map all A( I’, f) with ;l(al) = a3. So 
it remains to prove that if h E A( V, f) then /Z(h) = a EJ’~. In any event 
G a A( V’, S) and, up to a scalar, B is the unique quadratic fo on v 
reserved by 6, so h E A( V, B). In particular h permutes the set of byper- 
bolic hyperplanes of V. So as G is transitive on such planes, multiplying 12 
by a suitable member of G, we may assume h acts cm V, and on (x0) = 
(V,)‘. Similarly, adjusting in K,,, we may assume h acts on each point 
by a member of X. Let xih = aixi and x;h = .5,x:. Then as 
A(h) = a, 
a=a,a,a3=b,b2b3=aOa,bi 
Then 5, = a(aOai)-‘, so 
a,a,a3=a=b,b,b,=a3(a,)~3 (a,a,a,fp’ 
and hence a = (ao)’ E F3. 
1.4) Let 8 and p be k-structures on V. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) 8 is conjugate to 6’ in G. 
(2) N,(U) is conjugate to N,(W) in G. 
(3) fu is similar to fw. 
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(4) The representation of NJU) on U is quasiequivalent to that of 
N,(W) as k-representations. 
ProoJ By (ll,l), (1) is equivalent to (2). By (11.1) and (10.13), (2) 
implies (3). Evidently (2) implies (3). By (11.2), NG( U) = 0( U, fU, B,) and 
N,( IV) = O( W, fw, B,), so (3) implies (4). 
Assume (4). Then the representation of NJ U) on V is quasiequivalent to 
that of N,( W) as a F-representation, so by (l.ll), (10.13), and (11.3), (2) 
holds. 
(11.5) Let k<E<Fand Uc4&. Then 
(1) The E-span EU of U is in SE. 
(2) NJ U) < N,(EU) and NG( n) = NG(NG( U)) d NG(NG(EU)) = 
NJ ED). 
Proof EU= UE so V= UF= ( UE)F= (EU)F. As M= NJ U) satisfies 
hypothesis T on U, it satisfies hypothesis T on EU by (10.10). Thus 
EUEU~L,. 
By construction M6 N,(EU) = N. Indeed as EU is an absolutely 
irreducible EM-module, aE(M) = En = gE(N), so (2) holds. 
(11.6) Assume F is finite. Then for each subfield k of F, the k-span 
U of the standard basis X is in %?&, G is transitive on Sk, fU is the Dickson 
form on U, and N,(U) = N,( I) g G,(k). 
ProoJ Let k be a subfield of F and U the k-span of X. Then evidently 
UE ak, fU is the Dickson form on U, and NJ U) = O( U, fu, B,) = G,(k). 
By (11.4) and (10.9), G is transitive on ak. 
12. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 10 
In this section F is an algebraically closed or finite field and F is the 
algebraic closure of F. When F is algebraically closed, the irreducible closed 
subgroups of G,(F) on its natural module are determined; when F is finite 
the irreducible subgroups of Lie type of G,(F) of characteristic char(F) are 
determined. For algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0 or odd 
characteristic, the result follows from much more general work of 
Dynkin [S] and Testerman [lS], respectively. However, as things are easy 
in this special case, we have written out a proof here for completeness. The 
proof given here depends upon some reasonably well known representation 
theory and the small dimension of the G,(F)-module. A result of Liebeck 
[12] determining representations of groups of Lie type whose degree is 
small relative to the Lie rank is used. 
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When F is algebraically closed, let M be a simple Chevalley group over 
F. In this case the modules considered for M are assumed to be rational. 
hen F is finite let M be a finite simple group of Lie type of characteristic 
char(P). 
1) Assume U is an irreducible FM-module of dimension 
d M preserves a nontrivial symmetric bilinear form on lJ. Then 
one of the following holds: 
(I ) M ?z L,(k) or L;(k) for some subfield k of F 
(2) char(F) =2, MgQ:(lr) or Sp,(k), and U is t e natural module 
for M. 
(3) char(F) # 2, Mr R,(k), and U is the natural module for 
(4) MZ G,(k) and U is the natural module for M. 
(5) char(F) = 3, M z *G,(k), and U is t&e natural module for 
ProoJ This can be obtained from Theorems (1.1) and (2.2) in [12]. 
The results in [ 121 are stated only for finite groups, but they are 
established by restricting modules for the corresponding algebraic groups, 
and hence the proofs are valid for algebraic groups also. 
In particular if A4 is a classical ordinary Chevalley group over k with 
natural module of dimension n, then Theorem (1.1) in j12] says that either 
dim(U) 3 n2/2 or U is on a short list of exceptions. If n2/2 < dim(U) < 7, 
then n 6 3, so M is L,(k) or L,(k). On the other hand if n > 3 then U is on 
the list of exceptions of [ 121, and by inspection this forces (2) or (3) to 
ho!d. 
If 2 U,(k), Q,;(k), 3D,(k), or ‘B,(k), then the modules for 
obtained by restriction from L,,(F) or Q,‘(F), so (2) or (3) holds. 
So assume M is an exceptional ordinary Chevalley group; in particular 
is finite. Then it is well known (cf. Theorem 2.2 in [12]) that the 
minimal degree of a nontrivial FM-module is greater than 7 except in (4). 
Finally if A4 is the twisted version of an exceptional group then &’ is 
obtained by restricting a module for the corresponding ordinary Chevalley 
group, so (5) holds. 
(82.2) If Mz L,(k) and U is an irreducible FM-module of dimen- 
sion dim( 17) then char(F) = 0 or char(F) > 7 and in any event U is the 
e of homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in two variables. 
roof: By the Steinberg tensor product theorem, U is the tensor 
product of conjugates of basic modules for M. If char(F) 22 then as 
dim(U) = 7 is prime, U is basic of dimension 7. Therefore char(F) # 3 or 5 
and U is the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree 6 in two 
variables. 
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On the other hand if char(F) = 2 then M has just one nontrivial basic 
module, and that is of dimension 2. So as 6 = dim(U) is not a power of 2, 
nothing comes up in this case. 
(12.3) If MZ L”,(k) and U is an irreducible selfdual FM-module of 
dimension dim(P) then char(F) = 3 and U has high weight 1, + A2 as an 
L,(F)-module. 
ProoJ: We may take M= L3(F) and argue as in the proof of 
Theorem(l.l) of [12]. Let ( ai, a2} be a set of simple roots for a root 
system for M, & the corresponding fundamental dominant weights, and W 
the. corresponding Weyl group. Let d be the high weight for U. Then 
,J = c1 1, + c,& and as U is selfdual, c1 = c2 = c. This implies that the orbit 
A W of /z under W is of length 6. (Compare the proof of Theorem (1.1) for 
SL,(q) in [ 121.) On the otherhand if ,u is a nonzero weight of U then pW 
is of order at least 3. So as dim(U) = 6 or 7, the weights of U are J. W and 0 
of multiplicity m = dim(V) - 6 = 1 or 0. 
Next &=2,X-a, so if c> 1 and p=I-a,, then 
p = ca, + ca, - q= (c- 2)4 + (c + l)& 
is dominant. Therefore by a result of Donkin, (cf. 1.4 in [ 121) p is a weight 
of U, contradicting i W the set of nonzero weights of U. 
So ;1= A, + &. Then by Weyl’s character formula the Weyl module W(A) 
for A is of dimension 8. Now U is a homomorphic image of W(l) and it 
remains to prove W(A) is irreducible unless char(F) = 3. For this we must 
show m = 2 unless char(F) = 3. However i = 1, + ;1, = CI~ + Q, so the proof 
is completed by the following result which is (1.35) in Testerman [ 151 or 
(8.6) in Seitz [14]: 
(12.4) Let M be an algebraic group over F, J. a restricted weight 
for M, c(r and CI~ simple roots of M of the same length, 0 < (A, a,) = 
ci < char(F) = p, and m the dimension of the ,? -a, - CQ weight space of the 
irreducible module for M of high weight 2. Then 2 2 m > 0 and m = 1 if and 
only if c,+c,=p-1. 
We are now in a position to prove Theorem 10. Assume the hypothesis 
of that theorem and let U = P’. As B is an absolutely irreducible FM- 
module, U is an irreducible FM-module. Of course M preserves the sym- 
metric bilinear form B” on U. So M, U is one of the pairs listed in Lem- 
mas (12.1)-( 12.3). As M can be written over no proper subfield of F, M is 
either an ordinary Chevalley group over F or IFI = q2 and M is U,(q) or 
U,(q) in (12.1)(l) or (12.1)(2), or 1 Fj = q is an odd power of 3 and M is 
2G,(q). 
The cases arrising in (12.1)(2) and (12.1)(3) can be eliminated by 
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observing that in these cases M, does not act on VA for z, E V# ~-si~g~~a~. 
Transitivity of G on subgroups isomorphic to A4 an irreducible on V 
follows from the uniqueness of the representation of M on V u 
quasiequivalence, and from (l.ll), (11.3), and (10.13). 
It remains to demonstrate the existence of each class of subgroups. If 4 is 
an odd power of 3 then from the discussion in (12.1), *G,(g) is an 
irreducible subgroup of 6. Indeed more generally if char(F) = 3 then there 
exists an automorphism z of G interchanging long and short root groups of 
G. Then Kz is generated by root groups of different iength than those of 
so Kz $ KG. On the other hand by Theorems 1 and 3, an S&(F)-subgro 
of G which is not irreducible on V is in KG. So Kz is irreducible on V and 
hence V has high weight d1 + I, as an FKz-module by (12.2). 
Similarly if F is finite of order q and M= E(N,(Z)) where Z is a 
degenerate nonhyperbolic hyperplane of V, then ME U3(q) and 
irreducible on V. This can be seen by working in G,(q’) and using the 
previous paragraph. 
Finally let char(F) # 2, 3,5, M = L,(F) and U the space of homogeneous 
polynomials of degree 6 in X, y. Let ui = x$-j, so that Y= (ui: 0 < i 
a basis for U. M = (T, g, r) where T is the diagonal subgroup with 
to the basis (x, y) of the natural module for M, Y is define 
yr = -x, and g is the transvection with yg = y a 
exhibit an alternating trilinear form CI on U similar 
and preserved by T, g, Y. This embeds M in G and completes the proof. 
Consider the map from V to U which takes 
xo+-+u3, Xl H uo, x2bu4, x3i+usv 
x; - u6, 4HU2, xi+-+ -u1. 
Further let a be the alternating trilinear form on U defined by 
~=3UlU2U~+3UOU~U~+2UOU3U~-12U~U~U~f20L1*UjU4. 
Then it is evident that the map 4 is a similarity of (V, f) with (U, a), an 
remains to show g, Y, and T preserve K 
First PI consists of the maps h(a), UE F#, where xh(a) = ax an 
yh(a) = cly. Then ~$(a) = a6P2i, and hence h(a) preserves a. Next as a 
permutation of Y u ( - Y), 
r= (uo, U6MU2, U,)(%, -4a*3> -4) 
and hence Y preserves a. Finally 
u,g= t l uj. 
j=O ('> "i 
Then a tedious but straightforward calculation shows that g preserves 0~. 
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13. SOME SMALL IRREDUCIBLE SUBGROUPS 
In this section F is a field and M is L,(l3), U,(3), or 2G2(3) = 
Aut(L,(S)). Let p(M)= 13, 3, 3, 12 = 14, 7, 7, p = (13)‘/*, 9, 9, and 
p’ = -( 13)“2, - 3, - 3, in the resective case. Let F, be the prime subfield of 
F, and assume p E F. Then M is doubly transitive on the cosets of a sub- 
group H of index II and H has a unique subgroup L of index 2 and a nor- 
mal p(M)-subgroup Q regular on G/H- {H). Let v be the l-dimensional 
FH-representation with kernel L, vM the induced representation, and V the 
module for v”. Then dim(V) = 28 and there exists a basis Y for I/ such that 
M permutes B = Y u ( - Y), V is the direct sum of the set Y of 28 points 
generated by members of Y, and the actions of M on F and G/H are 
equivalent. Let y0 be the member of Y fixed by L. 
This representation is discussed in Calderbank-Wales [4]. In particular 
from the discussion in Section 2 of [4], and from the appendix of [4], 
when char(F) = 0 there is a A E End,,(V) with eigenvalues p and p’ whose 
entries lie in Z[p], and such that the eigenspace U of p is of dimension 7. 
Let U’ be the eigenspace of p’, so that V= U@ U’ is an M-invariant 
decomposition of I’. By [4], U and U’ are irreducible FM-submodules. 
If char(F) = p # 0 we can reduce A and the matrices in M with respect to 
Y modulo p, and still regard A as a member of End,,(V). If p # p’ in F 
then the eigenspaces U and U’ for A over F remain of dimension 7 and 
n - 7 and I/= U@ U’ as an FM-module. Observe p = p’ only when p = 2 or 
p = p(M). Assume these exceptional cases do not hold; we will return to 
the case p = 2, M = L2( 13) eventually. 
Next as V is generated by conjugates of the fixed point y0 of Q, there is 
0 # yUc C,(Q). Indeed dim(C,(Q)) = 2, so ( yU) = C,(Q) is H-invariant. 
(13.1) U is an irreducible FM-module. 
Proof: Check that as char(F) #p(M), 6 is the minimal dimension of a 
nontrivial FH-module. So U= ( yU) @ [U, Q] with H irreducible on 
[U, Q]. Thus if U is not an irreducible FM-module, then either ( yU) or 
[U, M] is M-invariant. But as M has no subgroup of index 2 and elements 
of H - L invert yU, ( y U) is not M-invariant. If [U, Q] is M-invariant we 
get a similar contradiction from the action of M on U/[U, Q]. 
Lets observe next that M preserves a nontrivial alternating trilinear form 
CI on I/. Namely let d be an orbit of M on y3 such that d contains an orbit 
of a 3-central element of order 3. 
(13.2) Let (u, a, PV)EA and r= {(u), (u), (w)>. Then 
(1) Mr=s3. 
(2) M,= 1 if Mf U,(3). 
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(3) If M= U,(3), M,= C,(T) Z Z,. Moreover if (x) and (y) are 
distinct members of y then there exists a unique involution t(x, y) fixing 
(x) and (y). Further the fixed point set d(x, y) of t(x, y) on B is of 
order 4 and for u E Y, (x, y, EU) E A for some E = + 1 or - 1 if and only if 
(u)~Alx, Y)- (<x>, (Y>I. 
Prooj: PGL,( 13) is sharply 3-transitive, so (I ) and (2) hold for 
L,(13). So we may take p(M)= 3, Z= (z) =Z(Q), and (u, T), MI) a 
in z. If M= ‘G,(3) then M,,,,,,, = (t) E Z,, and t does not cen- 
tralize Z, so t does not fix (MI). Thus (2) holds On the other hand Q is 
transitive on the cycles of z and an involution in M inverts 5 and fixes one 
of those cycles, so (1) holds. 
If M is U,(3) then G,(Z) = ( g) 2 Z4 and the fixed set S of g on a is of 
order 4. Also g is contained in L, so g centralies S. In particular we may 
take r to be fixed by g. Then as N,&( g))” = S, and 6, = ( g), the lemma 
holds. 
We can now define the alternating form PI by X(X, y, U) = 1 if (x, y, U) E A. 
gEM fixes (x), (y), and (u), then g centralizes x, y, u by (13.2). 
urther (x, J, u) is permuted in a cycle of length 3 by some elem 
order 3 by construction, and by (13.2) there is h E M fused into 
inverting x and interchanging y and M. Thus c1 is well defined. 
3.3) Let M= L,(13j, 13 a square in F, and char(F) 22 or 13. 
Then U and U’ are quasiequivalent but inequivaient 7-dimensional 
irreducible FM-modules and the restriction of 31 to U and u’ is nontrivial. 
Proof Extending F if necessary, we may take F algebraicaily closed. 
e can also regard V as the restriction of uc; to M, where G = PGk,( 13) 
and v is the l-dimensional FN,(H)-module with b, = ker(u). Then 
K= N,(H) is Frobenius of order (13.12) and hence has minimal faithful 
module of dimension 12. So U is not K-invariant and hence u’ = Uic for 
k E K- N. So u’ is quasiequivalent but not equivalent to U. Thus we may 
assume x is trivial on U and u’. Let y = y, and g and iL of order 13 in M 
and F, respectively. Then g has eigenvalues A’, i = 0, 1, 3, 4, - 1, - 3, -4 
on U and i=O, 2, 5,6, -2, -5, -6 on u’, from the action of K on (g). 
ight 0 #p for g let xP be its eigenvecktor. Hf a(.~,, xB, x!) then 
t if /? # 0 is a weight in U, then BP1 is not a weight in u’: so 
y, xB, xy ) = 0 for all y because M is trivial on U. emx U< yA, so as 
is irreducible on U, Ud UA. On the other-hand there exists P, y with 
y, ~1, “J) # 0, so y, p are in U’. This is impossible since as u’ = Uk. 
U<u’A. 
3.4) Let char(F) = 2 and M= L,(13). Then I/ has exactly two 7- 
dimensional FM-submodules U and U’. Cl and U’ are q~a$iequ~vale~~ but 
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inequivalent. U is an indecompossible FM-module. C,(M) is a point, and 
A4 is irreducible on U/C,(M). The restriction of CI to U is nontrivial. 
ProoJ: When we reduce the characteristic 0 module mod 2, the 7- 
dimensional M-submodule reduces to a 7-dimensional GF(2)M-submodule 
U. This time U contains the point C,(M) = (x0). Let V= V/(X,). The 
argument of (13.1) shows M is irreducible on r% We now proceed as in 
(13.3) to get [V,M]=U+U’ where u’=Uk for keK-H and 
U n u’ = (x,,). Then D and 8’ are inequivalent and hence the only 
irreducible FM-submodules of P of dimension 6. If U is not indecomposible 
then [V, M] splits over (x,), and then as V is selfdual, V splits over 
[V, M]. This contradicts C,(M)= (x0). x0$ Vd, so f(x,, X, y) #O for 
some x, y E U u U’. Arguing as in (13.3), both x and y are in U or in U’, so 
the restriction of a to U is nontrivial. 
(13.5) Let M be U,(3) and char(F) # 2 or 3. Then U is the unique 
FM-submodule of V of dimension 7 and a is nontrivial on U. 
ProoJ Extending the field if necessary, we may take F algebraically 
closed. Let y= y, and Z= (z) =Z(Q). Adopt the notation of (13.2)(3) 
and for (x)EY,=Y-{(y)} let T(x)=d(y,x)-{(y)}. Observe that 
by (13.2)(3), the sets T(x) partition Y,, and by definition of cc, 
cc( y, x, u) = 0 for T(x) #T(v). Let 
x7c=x+xz+xz2. 
Then T(x)={(x), (xz), (xz’)} and a(y,x,xz)=~~(y,x,xz)+ 
a(y, x, xz’) with a( y, x, xz’) = -a(y, x, xz) as z maps (y, xz2, x) to 
( y, x, xz). Therefore a( y, x, XX) = 0, and hence cz( y, U, xz) = 0 for all 
(u) E T(x). Then as f( y, x, v) = 0 for T(x) # T(u), X’II E yd. It follows that 
where ((xi): 1 < i 6 9) is a set of representatives for the orbits of Z on Y,. 
Also P= V/yA is the a,-orthogonal sum of the hyperbolic lines (p(xi)). 
In particular yA = C,(Z). Further it is easy to check that V is the direct 
sum of 6 FH-irreducibles Vi where V, = ( y ), V, = (CgE e xg) for 
(x) E Yv, V, = [ yA, Q] is of dimension 8, and V,, 1 < i < 6, are of dimen- 
sion 6. 
Let t be an involution in H. Then from (13.2), t centralizes 4 members of 
P and has 12 orbits of length 2, so dim(C,(t)) = 16 and dim([V, t]) = 12. 
Note U= ( yU) @ V, and V, + V2 = C,(Q). Claim dim(C,(t)) = 3. For 
if not dim(C,(t)) = 5. Let g be of order 4 in C(Z) with g2 = t. Then z has 
two 3-dimensional eigenspaces in V, interchanged by h E H- L, and as 
H= LC,( g), g has the same eigenvalues /?, y, 6 on each space. Now 
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1 = det,( g) = (/I$)‘. On the other hand as dim(C,(s)) = 
and 7 to be + 1 or -I and b2= -1. But then (fiyJ)‘= -1. 
Next dim( C,(t)) = dim( V,)/Z = 4 as t inverts 
dim(C,(t)) = 16, dim(C,(t)) = 4 for i= 5, 6. In ~art~c~~ar 
owever, F= 8, @ V, @ V6, and as H is irreducible on V4? either pd is 
tally singular or a,-nondegenerate. In the latter ease, Vd is dual to a 
summand of V, + I/,, contrary to a previous remark. So “a, is IX>,- 
nondegenerate. Hence as yU = y + d for some do yd, x is nontrivial on 
u= (y(l, VJ,). 
Further if is a 7-dimensional irreducible then we have argued that 
w= C,(Q) + v,, so w= ( V4A4) = u. 
) Let M be ‘G,(3), so that K= E(M) z&(8). Assume 
or 3. Let P(T)= T3-3T+ 1 EF[T]. Then 
reserves no nontrivial alternating trihnear form on U. 
(2) If P has no root in F then U’ is an irreducible IX-module. If P 
has a root in F then u’ is the sum of 3 quasiequivalent but ~o~equiva~e~t 
FK-modules of dimension 7. Each admits a nontrivial ~-~~var~a~t alter- 
nating trilinear form. 
Proof. If F is the splitting field over the rationals of P(T), then from 
character table of K, U’ is the direct sum of the 3 conjugates under 
Galois group of F over the rationals of some 7-dimensional FK-submo 
W. Of course these are also the conjugates of W under oreover 
calculating the character of K on A3( W), we find K has a fixed point 
A”( W) and hence K preserves a nontrivial alternating trihnear form on 
ing the modules module p # 2, 3, we get a 7-dimensional sub- 
e W of V over the splitting field for P(T) over p) which admits a 
nontrivial K-invariant alternating trilinear form. Let e a subgroup of K 
of order 56. The minimal dimension for a faithful B-module is 7, so W is 
irreducible K-module. We will see in a moment that a 7-dimensional 
module does not admit a K-invariant alternating trihnear form, so W is 
variant. Thus V is the sum of 3 quasiequivalent but ~~eq~iva~e~t con- 
es sf W under M. 
n the other hand suppose P(T) has no root in F and let F0 
splitting field of P(T) over F. We’ve seen that FG@, Y is the sum 
conjugates under Gal(F,/F) of a 7-dimensional ~~~-~rred~~ib~e so V is an 
irreducible FK-module. 
So it remains to show that if W is a nontrivial 7- imensional ~~-~o~~~~ 
then W admits no nontrivial K-invariant alternating trilinear form 
usual we may take F algebraically closed. Then by (10.9) we may take p tz 
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be the Dickson form. Let ;1 and g be of order 9 in F# and H, respectively. 
Then H=NM( (g)). By (9.1), 0 #C,(g). As (g) admits an 
automorphism of order 6 in H, g has eigenvalues A’, 
i = 0, 1, 2,4, - 1, - 2, -4. Now [ W, g] is a hyperbolic hyperplane of W 
and hence is the sum of 2 02(H)-invariant planes W, and W, on which g 
has determinant 1. Without loss J. is in W, so the eigenvalues of g on W, 
are the conjugates of 2 under an automorphism of order 3, and hence are 
A’, j = 1,4, -2. But then g does not have determinant 1 on W,. 
14. FINITE IRREDUCIBLE SUBGROUPS OF G 
In this section the hypothesis and notation of Section 9 are continued. 
The finite irreducible subgroups of G are studied and Theorem 9 is 
established. 
(14.1) Let Y be a prime with r # char(F) and R an r-subgroup of G. 
Then 
(1) R is abelian unless Y = 2 or 3. 
(2) If Y is odd then m(R) < 2. 
(3) If r=2 then m(R)6 3. Further if Rr E, then R= C,(R). 
(4) If r is odd and R z E,z then Au&(R) 6 Z, x S,. 
(5) If RzZZ, then Aut,(R)<Z,. 
ProoJ: Extending F if necessary, we may assume F is algebraically 
closed. By (9.5) and (8.2), either N,(R) acts on some proper subspace U of 
V not containing VI, or R z E, and R = C,(R). We may assume the for- 
mer. Thus by (7.6) we may take U to be a doubly singular point or line, or 
a conjugate of V, or U,. 
If U is doubly singular then as r # char(F), Section 4 says that, modulo 
its unipotent radical, N,(R) is isomorphic to a subgroup of G&(F). In par- 
ticular R is of r-rank at most 2 and R is abelian if r is odd. Further if R is 
abelian then Aut,(R) = Aut,,(,)(R) d Z2. 
If U= U, then N,(R) is a subgroup of SO( U,, B), so again all parts of 
the lemma hold from the structure of SO( U,, B). So take U= V,. Then 
NJ U) < K, g Z,/SL,(F). Again the conclusions of the lemma can be read 
Off. 
(14.2) Let p be a prime distinct from char(F). Then 
(1) If p > 7 and p # 13, then G possesses no subgroup isomorphic to 
SL,(P) or L,(P). 
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(2) If p is odd then G possesses no SL,(p’) or L,(p’) subgroups. 
(3) If p = 3 then G has no L,(3) subgroup. 
Proof Apply (14.1)(5) to a subgroup of S&(p) or L,(p) of order r= 0 
to get (1). Similarly apply (14.1)(4) to a subgroup isomorphic to EPpz to get 
(3) and (4). 
(14.3) Let p be a prime distinct from char(F) and suppose 
quasisimple subgroup of G of Lie type and characteristic p. The 
isomorphic to L,(q) or S&(q) for q=4, 5, 7, 8, or 13, to U,(3), or to 
LPYZ,. 
ProqJ If p is not 2 or 3 then M has abehan Sylow p-groups by 
(14.1 )(I ). Thus M is L,(q) or XL,(q) and (14.2) completes the proof in this 
case. So take p = 2 or 3. 
If p = 3 at feast m,(M) d 2, so M/Z(M) 2 L,(9), U,(3), or L3(3). Again 
(14.2) completes the proof. So take p = 2. Then m,(M) < 3, so M is one of 
the groups on our list or L,(9) z Sp,(2)‘, Sz(8), U,(4), or U,(S), 
E, subgroup of M is self centralizing, which eliminates Sz(8) 
e case Mr L,(9) is eliminated by (14.2)(2). U,(4) is eliminate 
next lemma. 
(14.4) If char(F) # 2, A, g A < G, and R is of odd prime order r in 
C,(A) then Y= 3 and char(F)#3. 
Proof. [V, A ] is a conjugate of V, which we may take to be V6. Now 
R < C,(A) = Z(K), so the result holds. 
) If M? A,, is an alternating subgroup of G then n 6 4 an 
a= 4 then char(F) = 3. 
ProoJ: Pf char(F) # 3 then by (14.3), G has no subgroup isomorphic to 
L,(9) g A,, and hence n < 5. So take char(F) = 3. Y (14.41, G has RQ A,- 
subgroup, so B d 6. 
.6) If M is a sporadic group then either char(F) = 11 and 
M g J, or char(F) = 2 and M z HJ. 
ProoJ: First suppose char(F) # 2. Then by (14.1), M has 2-rank at most 
3. Hence M is M,, , M,,, or J,. Each group has a Frobenius subgroup of 
order 55, so by (14.1)(5), char(F) = 11. As the Mathieu groups have ia6- 
subgroups, they are eliminated using (14.5). 
So take char(F) = 2. Then by (14.1)(5), if Y is of prime order p in M 
then Aut,( Y) 6 Z,, while by (14,1)(l), the Sylow r-groups of M are 
abelian for Y > 3. This reduces us to G z HJ. See, for example, the tables of 
normalizers of subgroups of order p of sporadic groups iR [9]. 
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(14.7) Let A4 be a finite simple subgroup of G acting irreducibly 
and on V. Then one of the following holds 
(1) M is of Lie type and characteristic p, with p = char(F). 
(2) N,(M) is isomorphic to PGL,(7), L,(S), L,(13), or G,(2). 
(3) char(F)= 11 and M=N,(M)zJr. 
(4) char(F) = 2 and M= N,(M) r HJ. 
Moreover, except possibly in case (l), G is transitive on irreducible sub- 
groups of G isomorphic to M. 
Proof: We may assume M is not of Lie type and characteristic p if 
char(F) = p is prime. Appealing to the Classification of the finite simple 
groups and Lemmas (14.3), (14.5), and (14.6), either A4 is one of the 
groups listed in (14.7) or A4 is A,. If M is A, we will see that A4 cannot be 
irreducible. 
To show that G is transitive on irreducible subgroups isomorphic to M, 
we will show V is determined up to quasiequivalence as an FG-module. 
Then we appeal to (1.11) and (10.13). Moreover the nature of N,(M) is 
determined by ( 1.11). 
If M is J, then by Lemma (17.1) in Janko [lo], since char(F) = 11, G 
contains a subgroup A4 isomorphic to J, Moreover by Lemma (12.2) in 
[lo], V is determined up to equivalence as an FM-module. 
If M is HJ then M is contained in G,(4). This can be seen for example 
from the embedding of G,(4) in Co, or from Wales [16]. Also by [16], G 
has two quasiequivalent but nonequivalent 7 dimensional modules over 
GF(4) which cannot be written over GF(2). So A4 is contained in G if and 
only if F has an element of order 3. 
Now let QrE, if A4 is A, or L,(2), and let QrZ,, Z,,, or 31+2 for 
Mz L,(S), L,(13), or U,(3), respectively. Let H= NG(Q) and observe that 
H has a unique subgroup H, of index 2 unless A4 is A,, where H = O’(H). 
Unless M is L2( 13), M is of Lie type in characteristic 2, so char(F) # 2 
by hypothesis. (Recall U,(3)= G,(2)‘.) Similarly L*(8) is ‘G,(3)‘, so 
char(F) # 3 in this case. 
As usual we may take F algebraically closed. Observe that unless A4 is 
L,(8), [Q, V] is a conjugate of V, which we may take to be V,. Moreover 
if M is not A, then elements in H-H, invert x0. Also unless M is L,(13) 
and char(F) = 2, A4 is irreducible on V, so V= (x,G). Thus V is a 
homomorphic image of v”, where v is the representation of H on Fx, 
which has H, as its kernel. If M is L2( 13) and char(F) = 2 then the dual V* 
of I, is an image of the permutation module v”. 
If M is A, this argument shows M is the image of the 5 dimensinal per- 
mutation module for M. This contradicts dim(V) = 7 and eliminates the 
case ME A,. 
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If h4 is e,(8) we may take H to act on V6 and either V6 = [ v-j and an 
involution h in H interchanges I’, and V;, or a generator of has eigen- 
values A, /1-I, 1 on V, and t inverts C,(Q). In the first case 1 inverts x0. 
in either case V is again an image of v”. 
We have shown I’ is an image of v”, unless A4 is L,(t3) and char(F) = 2, 
where V* is an image of v”. If M is L,(2) then as dim(V) = 7 = / 
follows that M is imprimitive on V. Then (8.5) completes the pro 
In the remaining cases we appeal to Section 13, which says that 
quasiequivalence vM has a unique 7-dimensional submodule on whit 
satisfies hypothesis T and preserves a nontrivial alternating trilin 
As vM is self dual there is also a unique such homomorphic image. So the 
proof is complete. 
Note that we also have a good start toward showing: 
) G contains a finite simple irreducible subgroup M which is 
ype and characteristic char(F) precisely when: 
(1) M is J, and char(F)= 11. 
(2) M is HJ, char(F) = 2, and F contains an element of order 3. 
(3) M is L,(2) and if char(F) =0 then -1 is the sum of 4 squares 
in F. 
(4) A4 is L,(13) and 13 is 4 square in F, M is E>(8) and P(T)= 
T3 - 3T+ 1 has a root in F, or A4 is U,(3). Moreover if char(F) = 0 
7-dimensional alternating trilinear form preserved by M is the 
form. For example this is so if F is algebraically closed. 
The result has been established explicitly for A4 isomorphic to Jr, 3 Qr 
E,(2). In the remaining cases Section 13 says the conditions listed in (4) are 
necessary and sufficient for A4 to preserve a nontrivial 7-dimensional alter- 
nating trilinear form. Further if char(F) = p is a prime then V= Fok U = 
UF and j”= OIL for some finite subfield k of F and some form a on U preser- 
ved by M. But by (10.9) a is the Dickson form, so f is too. 
15. MAXIMAL TQRI 
Qmtinue the hypothesis, notation, and terminology of Sections 1 an 
In addition let F be finite of order q. Let F be t closure sf F, 
and regard G as a subgroup of G = 0( V”, f ', let CT be the 
Frobenius map c: a H a4 of F into F and denote also by CT the field 
automorphism of G induced by 0 with respect to the standard basis X. 
Then G is the fixed points of u on G. 
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Let T be the diagonal subgroup of G with respect to X. Then T is a 
maximal torus of G. The normalizer in G of T is generated by T, CI, /3, and 
s, where 
a= (Xl, x2, x,)(4,4, xi), 
P= (x2, x3, -x2, -x,)(x;, x;, -x;, -xi), 
and s = $a. Indeed the Weyl group N( T)IT of G is D,, with (s) the center 
of the Weyl group, tx of order 3, and p an involution inverting CI. Further 
T=H, x H,, where Hi= (h,(a): UEF#} and 
x,h,(a)=ax,, x,h,(u) = u-lx,, x,h(a)=x,, 
x,h,(a)=x,, x,h,(a) = ax2, X3h2(U)=Up’X3, 
xlh,(u)=u-‘x,, x,h,(a) =x2, x,h,(a) = QX3, 
where h,(u) = (h,(u) h,(u))-‘. Recall for g E T, that the eigenvalue of g on 
xl is the inverse of the eigenvalue of g on xi, and T fixes x0. It is easy to 
check that 
c! = P,(U)? h,(a), h,(a)), B= (h,(a), ~;‘(4)(~2(4~ h;‘(a)) 
and s inverts T. Also hi(u)B=hi(u4). 
The maximal tori of G are the subgroups H n G = C,(o), where H is a c- 
invariant maximal torus of G; that is H is a o-invariant conjugate of T. By 
Lang’s Theorem each maximal torus of G is conjugate under G to C,(aw) 
for some w  in the Weyl group of G, and indeed there is a bijection between 
the G-classes of maximal tori and the conjugacy classes ww of the Weyl 
group induced by C,(crw) H w  w. In particular each maximal torus of G is 
conjugate under G to exactly one of C,(aw), where w  = 1, CI, /I, or S, sa, s/3. 
Write T, , T2, T,, and T; , r2, T; for the respective maximal tori. We’ll also 
write T,? for Tj and Tz: for T(. Also write K,+ for K, and write K,- for the 
stabilizer in G of a B-nondegenerate nonhyperbolic hyperplane. Thus PO is 
the stabilizer of a B-nondegenerate hyperplane of V of sign E and K; is 
XL”,(q) extended by an involutory outer automorphism. From the action of 
CI, /3, and s on T, we easily calculate that 
(15.1) (1) T”1 z.&, x Z,-,. 
(2) T; is cyclic of order (q3 - c)/(q - E). 
(3) T?’ is cyclic of order q2 - 1. 
(15.2) (T;: 1 d i < 3) are representatives for the conjugacy classes 
of maximal tori of Kg. 
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BrooJ: er induces a field automorphism on a, /I, 1 are sepresen- 
tatives for the conjugacy classes of the Weyl gr the maximal torus T 
of R= SL3(F). Thus Ti, 1 <i< 3, are representatives for the classes of 
maximal tori of K= C,(a). Similarly (TS induces a graph field 
a~tomor~hism on K whose fixed points (extended by S) are conjugate &o 
Kc in G, so by a similar argument, T:, I d i< 3, are the maxi 
K,-. 
) Let H= T; 6 M, where A4 is a maximal irreducible sub- 
T&en one of the following hold: 
(1) char(F) = 3, i = 9 or 2, and A4 is conjugate to 
automorphism of 6. 
under an outer 
(2) char(P) = 3, i= 3, and M is conjugate to K;” under an outer 
automorphism of G. 
(3) qd5. 
ProoJ: Check the list of Corollary 11 to see that otherwise the 
subgroup of h4 isomorphic to H. In (1) and (2) observe 
automorphism z of G nontrivial on the Dynkin diagram of G fixes the class 
of T; for i = 1,2, but interchanges the class of T!; and T,. 
) Let char(F) = 3 and z an automorphism o 
the Dy diagram of G. Then Kf,z has two orbits on 
by~erplanes of V of sign E. The stabilizers of members o 
N,(T$ i= 1, 2. 
ProoJ From (15.3) and its proof, we may take z to act on 
Thus Mj is a subgroup of K;z fixing a hyperplane of sign E. 
calculation shows 
IK; : Ml/ + IK, : M,/ = /G : K;l 
completing the proof. 
16. THE PROOF OF COROLLARIES 11 AND 12 
Corollaries 11 and 12 follow almost immediately from Theorems P-IO, 
but a few words about their proof are perhaps in order. 
First assume the hypothesis of Corollary 12 and let M be a clos 
maximal subgroup of 6. Theorems 1, 2, and 8 reduce us to the case 
irreducible on I’. If M is imprimitive then it stabilizes a k-structure on 
some r subfield k of F, contradicting the 
E E T re by Theorem 6, either M is finite or 
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the first case M stabilizes a k-structure for some finite extension k of the 
prime field. But as there is an infinite ascending chain of extensions of k of 
finite degree in F, we have a contradiction to the maximality of M. Hence 
MO # 1 is simple. Now Theorem 10 completes the proof. 
Next assume the hypothesis of Corollary 11. The only problem here is to 
decide which irreducible subgroups of G are actually maximal. If M is the 
stabilizer of a k-structure then by (11.5), M is only maximal when k is a 
maximal subfield of F. Moreover it is easily seen that in that event G,(k) is 
not isomorphic to a subgroup of any other proper irreducible subgroup of 
G, and hence is indeed maximal. Similarly the groups in cases (5) and ( 11) 
of Corollary 11 are seen to be maximal. This leaves the exceptional 
irreducible subgroups &(2)/E*, PGL,(7), L,(13), G,(2), L*(8), Ji, and HJ. 
For these groups to be maximal it is necessary that they preserve no k- 
structure on V, and hence that F be the splitting field for the representation 
of the group. Conversely under this hypothesis (and keeping in mind the 
restrictions on characteristic) it is not difficult to see that if M and N are 
two of the exceptional groups, then N is not isomorphic to a subgroup of 
A4 unless NZ PGL,(7) and A4 E G,(2). In this case it remains to show that 
the PGL,(7)-subgroup of G,(2) is indeed irreducible on V, so that an 
irreducible PGL,(7)-subgroup of G is not maximal in G. 
To see this, observe that if N is not irreducible on V then N stabilizes 
some point of V, and N’=&(7) centralizes that point. Recall that 
MZ U,(3)=G,(2)’ acts on the module U=vM of Section 13, permuting 
P= Yu (- Y). However N’ is transitive on Y for suitable choice of Y, so 
the only point of U centralized by N’ is (z), where z = CyE r y. However, 
from Section 13, I/ is a 7-dimensional FM-submodule of U and from the 
discussion on p. 239 of [4], z $ V. So indeed N is irreducible on I’, com- 
pleting the proof of Corollary 11. 
17. MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS OF Aut(G,(q) 
In this section let F= GF(q) be finite of order q = p’ and characteristic 
p. Assume the hypothesis and notation of Sections 1 and 2. Define r(V) to 
be the group of all semilinear maps on V. Thus gE r( I’) preserves 
addition, g is invertible, and (av)g = g but not a or v. Define g E r( V) to 
preserve f if f(xg, yg, ug) = f (x, y, U) C-J(~) for all x, y, u E V. Write 
r( V, 9) for the subgroup of r(V) preserving 9. Evidently 
(17.1) r( V, y) is G extended by a field automorphism of order e. 
(17.2) Aut(G) = Z( V, 9) unless p = 3, where Aut(G) = G(z), z is 
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nontrivial on the Dynkin diagram of G, and 22 is a held a~torn~r~b~s~ of 
order e. Thus lAut(G) : Z( V, P-)1 = 2 if char(F) = 3. 
Proof This is well known, given ( 17.1). 
3) Let 6< DdT(V, 9) Let M be a per subgroup of 41E 
with G M. Then M is maximal in D if and only ia = N,(M,) for some 
maximal subgroup MO of G. 
B~oof We’ll sketch the proof, since its essentiahy the same as that 
Corollary 11. It is evident that I( V, P) acts on each class of maximal su 
groups of c. if M, is maximal in G, then N,(M,) is maximal in ks 
by a Frattini ent. 
Conversely let M be maximal in D with G 4 M. Then hE = MG. Let 
E= M n G. If M preserves some proper subspace U of ii/ with e/ 4 V- 
then arguing as in Section 7 we may take UE S. But then by maximahty of 
M = N,(U), so E = NG( u) is maximal in G and M = N,(E). So assume 
preserves no such subspace. Using Clifford’s eorem and arguing as in 
Section 9, E preserves no such subspace either ut now ErE,(2)/E, or 
F*(E) is simple and irreducible on V, and then by maximahty of 
M= N,(F*(E)) = N,(E) with E maximal in G. 
4) Let p = char(F) = 3 and 7 an automorp ism of G nontrivial 
on the nkin diagram of 5;. Then 
(I) z interchanges the two classes of maximal parabohcs. 
(2) z interchanges the stabilizer PO of a B-nondegenerate hyperplane 
of V of sign E with an irreducible subgroup of type (5). 
(3) z fixes all other classes of maximal subgroups of G. 
Proofi As z interchanges long and short root groups of G, it has the 
actions describes in (17.4)( 1) and (17.4)(2). All other maximal bgrou 
of G are determined up to conjugacy in G by their isomorphis type7 
7.5) Let p = char(F) = 3 and G d 
I( P’, 9). Then up to conjugation in G, the maximal subgroups of D not 
containing G are: 
(I) The normalizer N,(G,,) of a Bore1 subgroup G,, of G. 
(2) The normalizer N,(T;) of a maximal torus q> i= 1,2, E= t, -, 
of G. (cf. Sect. 1.5) 
(3) The centralizer G,(t) of an involution t of G. 
(4) The normalizer N,(Y) of an irreducible subgroup Y of G 
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isomorphic to *G,(q), G,(3”‘) f or some prime r if q # 3, or if q= 3, 
b(2)/& or b(13). 
ProoJ: It is evident that the groups in (3) and (4) are maximal in D. So 
it remains to show that the groups in (1) and (2) are maximal and that if 
M is maximal in D with G 4 M, then M is as claimed. Let 
E = M n r( V, F). Then 1 M : E( = 2 and M = E(z) for some z nontrivial 
on the Dynkin diagram of G. 
As the parabolics G, and G2 are the only proper subgroups of G over 
Gi2, (17.4)( 1) implies N,(G1,) is maximal in D. Similarly the only sub-’ 
groups of G over NJ Tf), i = 1,2, E = +, - are P, and K;z, so the groups 
in (2) are maximal in D by (15.3). 
Suppose E stabilizes a doubly singular point or line. Then without loss, 
E stabilizes P= (xi) or I= (x,, XL), so EGG,. Then E<(G,)‘, so E 
stabilize both a point a line. So without loss E fixes P. Write Pz for the line 
stabilizes by (G,)‘. If P< Pz then M < N,(R), with R = G1 n (G,)’ a Bore1 
group. So assume P 4 PT. If Pz d PL then from Section 5 we may take 
Pz = (xX, xi). Now E stabilizes PA n Pz = (xi) = P’ and P’z = (x,, x;), 
as the pointsin PA are those of distance 1 from P and are “mapped under 
7” to the lines at distance 1 from Pz, while the points on Pz are mapped to 
the lines through P. Now we have reduced to a previous case as P’ is on 
P’Z. 
So by Section 5 we may take Pz = (x,, xi ). Then E stabilizes 
Pl n Pz = (x2) = P* and P”z is the line through P at distance 2 from Pz, 
so P”z= (x,, x;>. As P”z < P*l, we have reduced to a previous case. 
So if E stabilizes a proper subspace U of V we may assume U is B-non- 
degenerate. Suppose U is the hyperplane stabilized by PO. Then E is con- 
tained in the stabilizer R in K;z of Ul, and by (15.4) we may take 
R = NJ T;), i = 1 or 2. Indeed z also fixes this stabilizer as it intrchanges K; 
and K;z, so M = N,(q). 
So we may assume E fixes no point or hyperplane of V. Thus we make 
take U = Uq. Let t be the involution in G with [V, t] = U. If tr = t then 
M = C,(t), so assume not. Now 0 # W= U n [V, TV]. As E fixes no 
degenerate subspace, W is nondegenerate, and then W or W’ n U is a 
point or line. As E fixes no point, W is a line. But then Wtl is a hyperplane 
fixed by E, a contradiction. 
So E is irreducible on V. Now M = ND(F*(M n G)) is described in (4). 
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